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For many years, Ethernet products from Beckhoff have been tried and tested in many areas of automation
technology. Products range from the Industrial PC to the I/O level. With the Ethernet Fieldbus Box, the
proven bus system is now also available as a waterproof and dustproof IP 67 version.

The introduction of a PC-based control concept signifies the start of a new era for tubes and profiles 
at Swiss Mewag Maschinenfabrik AG. The new Megalus/Gigalus series tube bending machines with CNC 
functionality offer maximum productivity through very short retooling times and unlimited flexibility.
This is enabled by PC controllers from Beckhoff.

The tire manufacturer Continental AG successfully uses PC-based automation technology from Beckhoff 
in its production facilities around the globe. Europe‘s most advanced mass-production tire factory was 
recently built in record time in the Rumanian town of Timisoara. The tire plant at Timisoara is the first 
fully PC-controlled factory in the world. It is equipped with Beckhoff control technology throughout.
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Continental AG with head office in Hanover (Germany) is a worldwide leader for

brake systems, chassis components, vehicle electronics, tires and technological

elastomers, with sales of 11.4 billion euros in 2002. The company currently em-

ploys around 65,500 people worldwide, of which approximately 27,000 are based

in Germany.

Traditionally, tire production is one of the core competencies of the Continental

Group. However, this classic market segment in particular is faced with a constant

stream of entrepreneurial challenges. Fluctuating demand for car tires from the

automotive industry (due to economic cycles), strong competitive and price pres-

sure, and a degree of market saturation observed over recent years require the

development of special strengths. These include concentration on the quality of

the products and on the cost-effectiveness and profitability of the global produc-

tion facilities. In order to achieve these aims, all aspects of tire business were

“licked into shape” with measures that included the successful implementation

of state of the art production techniques in each case.

Investments safeguard the future
Tire production in the Continental plants is highly automated, but not without

manpower. This is one of the reasons for the increasing trend to relocate tire pro-

duction plants in low-wage regions. On the other hand, it means that very pow-

erful and intelligent human-machine interfaces (HMI) have to be implemented in

the production machines. Additional factors are cost and system benefits, for ex-

ample due to the visualization running on the same IPC that also deals with the

machine control.
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Continental Timisoara:
The first fully PC-controlled factory
in the world

All-round control

The tire manufacturer Continental AG successfully uses Beckhoff PC-based automation in its production facilities around the
globe. Europe's most advanced mass-production tire factory was recently built in record time in the Rumanian town of Timisoara. The new 
manufacturing facility cut installation and commissioning costs in half using PC control compared with traditional PLC-based technology. All 
production machines and systems at the Timisoara tire plant are equipped with Beckhoff control technology.



PC-Control: The actual “life cycle” of manu-

facturing facilities only starts once a new pro-

duction site commences production, i. e. the

start-up of the production equipment often re-

veals the need for further optimization. In hind-

sight, how would you judge the flexibility of-

fered by PC control technology?

Martin Kleinbrod: Today, the PC is a familiar

tool at many levels. Even in a new factory,

broad basic PC technology know-how is there-

fore available, unlike with previous control sys-

tems that required specialized knowledge.

PC-Control: PCs come with communications

capability. To what extent are the manufactur-

ing facilities at Timisoara networked, and what

networking functions are provided by the con-

trol technology?

Martin Kleinbrod: Our big advantage is the

continuity of the control system. Due to the fact

that the same technology is used throughout it

was relatively simple and cost-efficient to link

all PC controls at the shop floor levels using

conventional Ethernet components. Today we

can archive data and manage recipes centrally,

and acquire production data directly from the

production plant control system.
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PC-Control: For plants on “greenfield sites”,

in addition to the actual plant equipment, em-

ployee training is also an issue. What kind of

training did you provide for the staff at the

most advanced car-tire plant in the world? 

Martin Kleinbrod: Staff know-how is charac-

terized more by previous knowledge and train-

ing than by the technology used. We have had

few problems with technological skills, but our

main efforts currently focus on management re-

quirements: Independent decision-making and

action, analytical approach and open communi-

cation, even (or in particular) in case of prob-

lems, are the main training issues. In terms of

the control technology we have the advantage

of being able to deal with familiar structures.

Or to put it more simply: Once you have mas-

tered boolean logic, PC-based implementation

is not rocket science.

The supplier relationship between Beckhoff and Continental AG goes back to

1996 and has developed into a global success story (see text page 8). The high-

light of this successful cooperation so far was the opening of the car tire plant in

the Rumanian town of Timisoara in October 2000, which is still regarded as Eu-

rope's most advanced factory for the mass-production of car tires.

The new tire factory in Timisoara was built to different standards than those used

for many traditional production plants. To date, approximately 100 million euros

have been invested. The plant was designed for an initial annual capacity of 6.5

million tires and built in record time: The location was chosen in mid-1998, de-

sign and engineering work started at the end of that year. The foundation stone

was laid in February 1999, and the first machines were installed at the end of

1999. Production officially started on 20 October 2000, and the plant was certi-

Interview with 

Martin Kleinbrod, Plant Manager

for Continental AG at Timisoara

The Continental plant in the Rumanian town of

Timisoara is one of the most advanced factories for

mass-produced car tires in Europe.



Standardized machinery
The production plant is equipped with state of the art machines and systems and

designed for maximum productivity. The main aim for the design of the control

system was the use of standardized machinery to ensure continuity and unifor-

mity. For the whole Timisoara plant, Industrial PCs, fieldbus components and ser-

vo controllers from Beckhoff were chosen as the control technology for all pro-

duction facilities.

The requirements for the PC-based control technology were clearly defined, in-

cluding high speed and availability, and simple handling of the control compo-

nents. Accordingly, the first applications were developed and programmed joint-

ly by specialists from Continental AG and Beckhoff staff. “Once the hardware and

platform issues had been clarified, the Continental AG staff responsible for the

project prepared guidelines for writing the application software that were bind-
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fied according to ISO 14001 and EMAS in mid-April 2001. To date, the following

production stages and systems have been realized at Timisoara:

| Preparation with extrusion lines and cutting machines,

| Assembly of green tires with individual machines using highly dynamic 

and automated processes,

| Vulcanization for shaping under high pressure and temperature 

in heating presses,

| Fully automatic test machines and visual inspection benches,

| Complex conveyor systems.

The factory is currently being expanded for a much larger production capacity. The

plans include the construction of a mixing room and a calender facility for pro-

ducing crude rubber blends and steel or fabric plies for tire production.
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ing for all suppliers, in close cooperation with the Beckhoff specialists,” said Klaus

Büttner, responsible for tire technology sector marketing at Beckhoff, Germany.

“These guidelines were so successful that they were subsequently also used at

other plants.”

Specialists from the Beckhoff branch in Hanover provided advice and support for

all suppliers of manufacturing facilities.

Uniform PC Control
All production machines and systems at the Timisoara tire plant are equipped

with Beckhoff control technology. Over 230 IPC controllers are used, plus more

than 250 Beckhoff servo axes. Networking is via various Bus Terminals and Bus

Couplers for the Beckhoff Lightbus and Profibus DP. The operating system for the

PC controls is Windows NT with the Beckhoff real-time kernel and different lev-

els of the TwinCAT automation software (PLC, NC PTP).

Compared with traditional PLC-based automation of the manufacturing facilities,

the PC control technology saved a total of approximately 50 percent of invest-

ment, installation and commissioning costs. In addition, the PC technology en-

ables globally accepted standards for hardware and operator interface design to

find their way onto the production floor. Furthermore, the complete diagnostics

concept was realized using state of the art technology: The extrusion and cutting

equipment features camera systems that store the results of continuous width

measurements in order-related databases. These data are analyzed in networked

quality management workstations.

Spare parts management also benefits from PC-based control technology: Only

two types of Industrial PC are used at the Timisoara plant, so that the hardware

is always compatible and the software can be ported at any time. In the harsh

vulcanization environment, the compact C7130 Panel PC controls the tire heat-

ing presses. The C6140 control cabinet PC is used wherever high performance for

complex machines, systems and NC controls is required.

In addition, all safety aspects that are relevant for the PC control technology have

been considered, so that even unforeseeable sources of malfunction such as pow-

er failures do not cause problems. The motivated Continental team with the abil-

ity to think unconventionally and the determination to use state of the art ma-

chine technology has contributed significantly to the success of the project.

This strategy obviously also involves modern IT and associated flexibility, includ-

ing, for example, the retrieval of machine data via web-based technology and

standard web browsers through a hierarchic structure with access rights. Anoth-

er option is access via intranet from the production machine to recipes that are

stored in the recipe server for certain products. Ralf Eulig from the Beckhoff

branch at Hanover, who has been dealing with customer support for Continental

AG as Key Account Manager since early 2003, commented on this aspect: “Since

our controllers are basically PCs, they can be networked and integrated in IT con-

cepts without problem.” IT coupling is very important, since tire production is

documented throughout.

Beckhoff supplied approximately 150 Industrial PCs for the company-wide tire in-

formation and control system, so that each individual production step can be

recorded and documented, irrespective of the degree of automation and the con-

trol technology of a production machine, which for older machines may well still

be based on electromechanical or relay technology.

Value enhancement is the yardstick
One characteristic of the tire business is a high degree of sensitivity. This does not

only apply to motor racing, where the current contest between the large teams

is more like a tire war rather than a question of engine or chassis superiority. Sen-

sitivity is also the basis of the business relationship between Continental and

Beckhoff and the successful cooperation of the two companies. More than 1,000

Beckhoff Industrial PCs with additional communication, drive and Bus Terminal

systems and HMI equipment are currently used in Continental tire plants world-

wide.

One of the main success factors for the cooperation is the Beckhoff commitment

to open system architecture and internationally recognized standards.This applies

to all aspects such as the hardware, e.g. the Intel-based processor technology, the

operating system (Windows), the programming according to IEC 61131-3 or the

open communication technology.

Continental AG 

www.conti-online.com
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Successful step 
into the new control world

The first contact between the

Hanover-based tire manufacturer

Continental and Beckhoff, the spe-

cialists for PC-based automation

from Eastern Westphalia, came

about in 1996. Initial efforts cen-

tered on the tire construction 

machines produced by the (also

Hanover-based) molds and machine

factory (FMF) of Continental AG,

which represent important and

know-how-intense manufacturing

facilities.

Until early 1996, all production 

machines manufactured by FMF

were equipped with hardware PLC

control technology. In those days, a

tire construction machine required

a Simatic S5-155U-type PLC in a

three-tier configuration, i. e. in addi-

tion to the CPU rack two further

racks for I/O and various periphery

cards were required. They con-

tained, for example, the drive mod-

ules for 15 to 20 servo axes. Addi-

tional items were special techno-

logical function groups such as

tracking control, coil drive and

winding functions, etc. Special tasks

that the PLC itself could not handle

had to be dealt with by so-called

black box units. These managed

winding functions with positioning

control and actual value acquisi-

tion. In terms of the process tech-

nology, the auxiliary equipment was

used alternately with the PLC and

operator terminals. The previous

control system concept used by

FMF for the tire construction ma-

chines therefore was an“evolved”,

complex control structure.

In response to the cost pressures

resulting from these complex ma-

chines with their costly control

technology, the company started

looking for alternatives. During this

re-orientation process, one of the

FMF managers paid a momentous

visit to Beckhoff in Verl. During the

presentation, in which the Beckhoff

IPC control concept was discussed,

including evolutionary aspects of

PC technology and IPC-based solu-

tion options that differ from and 

go beyond PLC concepts, a con-

structive process developed, which

shortly afterwards was followed by

a concrete project discussion and

an offer for the automation of a tire

construction machine with Beckhoff

systems. Ultimately, the significant

cost advantage proved convincing

and led to the order, following a

feasibility study. While originally on-

ly a single machine had been envis-

aged as a “test project”, FMF de-

cided to build five machines with

Beckhoff control technology.

Joachim Bieber, sales manager at

Beckhoff Hanover, who looked after

Continental from the first contacts

to global key account management,

remembers this phase well: “A

snowball effect developed, which

led to the implementation of IPC-

based production technology

throughout the Continental tire

production and is still undiminished

today.”

As a consequence of the successful

completion of the “test projects”,

more then 1,000 Beckhoff Industrial

PCs have been installed for the

control of tire production machines

at Continental AG plants world-

wide. Additional Beckhoff products

used by Continental include the

TwinCAT software for PLC and mo-

tion control applications, drive sys-

tems for servo axes, fieldbus cards,

Bus Terminals and Control Panels,

and various other components, in-

cluding complete control cabinets.

A further step towards closer coop-

eration was the formation of a spe-

cial Continental project team based

at Beckhoff in Hanover, which is in-

volved in commissioning and serv-

ice tasks worldwide.

Around 1,000 Beckhoff Industrial

PCs are currently in use worldwide

for the control of tire production

machines in Continental facilities.



Compact Digital Servo Drive and Synchronous Servomotors

For further information and international sales contacts see:
www.beckhoff.com

New Automation Technology

The drive system for high
dynamic performance
positioning tasks
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➔ AX2500 Compact Servo Drive: The modularly expandable servo system for applications
where space is tight (3 A, 6 A)

➔ AM2000 Synchronous Servomotors: brushless and highly dynamic, with low moment
of inertia and a wide range of motors between 0.1 and 40 Nm

➔ AL2000 Linear Servomotors: excellent drive characteristics in terms of dynamics 
and synchronism, travel velocity up to 10 m/s, acceleration (up to 30 g)

Together with the Synchronous Servo and Linear Motors, the Compact
Servo Drives offer an optimally balanced digital drive system for single-
or multi-axis positioning tasks.

➔ AX2000 Compact Servo Drive: The powerful package for various current 
loadings (3 A, 6 A, 10 A, 20 A) in compact design

➔ highly dynamic system in combination with the powerful Beckhoff PC controllers
and the TwinCAT automation software

➔ integration into all drive environments through a variety of fieldbus interfaces
for Profibus, DP/MC, SERCOS interface, Lightbus, CANopen and Ethernet

➔ simple commissioning and convenient programming



Beckhoff understands PC-based control and the need for quick set up of all programs and data given the production envi-
ronment. That is why Beckhoff offers products like TwinCAT Backup to make Industrial PC based control backup very quick and easy. For an of-
fice PC the task of setting up a new PC is quite involved. In a production environment, there is limited downtime to replace a control computer,
therefore the slow process of setting up an office PC would never fly. Production environments require quick changeover which is made easier
when all PC data are frequently and even automatically saved and backed up.
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The data backup – e. g. during the night shift – has to be as simple and quick as

possible. The specification of a backup system can therefore be defined very

quickly. The system should:

| Save and restore data and programs,

| Enable incremental saving at any interval,

| Not require operator interaction, and

| Be freely configurable.

Quite often it is not the simple task of copying data that creates problems during

restoration, but the variety of settings required for a PC, such as:

| Specification of the PC name and user information,

| Configuration of the network,

| Installation of programs,

| Fieldbus card settings.

The TwinCAT Backup Server, which can run like a “normal” program under a Win-

dows operating system, offers all this and more. Unlike an image, which can on-

ly be exchanged between two identical PCs, a backup created with the TwinCAT

Backup Server can be restored on nearly any Industrial PC. Differences in hard

disks, network cards, operating systems and fieldbus cards are detected and – if

possible – compensated automatically and without user intervention.

Freely configurable backup/restore
The TwinCAT Backup Server is configured via an XML file, supported by a config-

urator. What to save, and where and when to save it, is specified within the con-

figurator. In addition to pure data, operating system and TwinCAT settings can al-

so be saved. Disks, USB sticks or network drives are suitable backup media; all

files and settings are saved in a Zip archive.

The configurator can manage several backup profiles simultaneously, and it can

activate and deactivate them individually. A distinction can thus be made be-

tween a complete backup of all data and incremental backups of modified data

Do you backup your control?

TwinCAT Backup: Convenient saving and backing up of data

only. The backup can be carried out manually, or automatically every day, week

or month. A complete backup can be carried out as a one-off, for example, fol-

lowed by incremental backups every day or week.

If things go wrong
What can a backup and restore scenario look like? Once the PC has been installed

and configured manually, a complete backup of the PC is created on a network

drive. In addition, an incremental backup is configured that stores important da-

ta such as PLC programs or recipes on a network drive once per day. A third back-

up saves PC names, user information and associated rights and the network set-

tings on a disk.

If a fault occurs on the machine computer that requires it to be replaced, this

should naturally be carried out as quickly as possible and without requiring spe-

cial operator knowledge. The operator fetches a replacement PC, on which the

operating system and the restore components of the backup server have already

been installed, from the storeroom. The fieldbus cards may already be present, al-

though possibly on different PCI slots. Or perhaps an ISA fieldbus card present in

the old PC cannot be used in the replacement PC, since it only has PCI slots, in

other words the replacement PC has a comparable PCI fieldbus card instead of

an ISA card.

The PC is installed in the control cabinet and booted up. The first restore is car-

ried out from a backup disk: The replacement PC retrieves its name, its user in-

formation and its network connection information.The second restore is then car-

ried out automatically via the – now reachable – network. TwinCAT and the vi-

sualization are installed and configured; recipes and other data are copied. The

reboot required after the restore is carried out automatically. After the reboot, the

restore component is reactivated and checks the fieldbus cards. Differences be-

tween the original PC and the replacement PC are determined and automatical-

ly compensated. In this way, different slots and different – yet similar – fieldbus

cards can be exchanged without user interaction.
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TcBackup
Configuration &
Restore

Configuration

TcBackup
ServerXML CFG

Storage

Read, Configuration

Restore Backup

Desktop Application Windows System Service During the last restore step, the incremental backup of the PLC project is restored,

a boot project is created automatically, and TwinCAT is started. The previous state

has now been reinstated, and the plant can be restarted.

Not just for backup and restore
The TwinCAT Backup Server can not only be used for the complete restoration of

a PC, but also for smaller updates, without requiring user knowledge about the

operation of the individual programs. New versions of PLC programs and new

recipes can be loaded, or any installation initiated.

An image can restore an operating system on a “blank” com-

puter, provided the computers are identical. On the other hand,

the TwinCAT Backup Server requires a functional operating sys-

tem, but it nevertheless offers many advantages compared with

an image:

| The computers may be different

| The operating systems may be different

| Updates can be carried out via setup 

| Differences in fieldbus cards can be 

compensated automatically

| Full TwinCAT support

Differences between the TwinCAT

Backup Server and an image
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Ethernet for harsh 
environments

For many years, Ethernet products from Beckhoff have been used in many areas of automation technology. Products
range from the Industrial PC to the I/O level. The fieldbus components with Ethernet connection are now also available as 
IP 67 Fieldbus Box versions. In addition to many tasks that do not require real-time responses and for which ADS and Modbus TCP/IP are
used, Beckhoff real-time Ethernet can also be used in time-critical applications.
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For Ethernet applications, the Compact Box, Coupler

Box and the PLC Box extend the waterproof Fieldbus

Box modules. The functionality of the new Ethernet

Box corresponds to the IP 20 implementation in the

BK9000 Bus Coupler or in the programmable BC9000

Bus Terminal Controller. Users can now combine the

benefits of the direct application (without control cab-

inet) of fieldbus components with continuously devel-

oping Ethernet networking. Existing programs can be

ported without problem.

Ethernet protocols
In addition to the very widespread Modbus TCP pro-

tocol, the Ethernet Box also communicates via the ADS

(Automation Device Specification) developed by Beck-

hoff. The ADS routing functionality enables communi-

cation via any route – between tasks and software

modules within a TwinCAT control, between PCs via

Ethernet, and via the main fieldbusses directly to the

decentralized automation devices. Fieldbus modules

connected to the fieldbus/Ethernet, e. g. the IL2301-

C900 Controller Box, can thus be programmed and

debugged online via the bus and an Ethernet network,

for example.

The Ethernet Box modules also support the variant

with the real-time capability from Beckhoff. All these

protocols are automatically detected, i.e. no adjust-

ment at the module is therefore required. All protocols

require the assignment of an IP address, which can be

achieved in various ways:

| Address assignment via the KS2000 configuration

software 

| Address assignment via DHCP server

| Address assignment via BOOTP server or

| Address assignment by ARP message

Due to its design, the Fieldbus Box provides a hexa-

decimal rotary selection switch for address selection,

instead of the DIP switch provided by the BK9000 

Ethernet Bus Coupler.

Beckhoff decided to use an RJ45 type connector plug.

In IP 67 mode with an encapsulated version, water-

tightness is thus ensured. For lower protection class

requirements, a standard RJ45 patch cable can be

used, for example.

The Ethernet Coupler Box itself already has 4 digital

inputs and 4 digital outputs. The remaining machine

signals are “collected” via the Extension Box modules,

up to 120 of which can be connected to a Coupler Box.

In addition to the digital standard input and output

variants, modules for incremental encoders, SSI inter-

faces or serial communication interfaces and other de-

vices are available.

Through this integration of the box via the Ethernet,

the application options of the Ethernet box in protec-

tion class IP 67 are almost unlimited, ranging from

production data acquisition (PDA) to machine control.

IP-Link with increased 

distance

The IP 67 Extension Box modules are

coupled via the fast fiber optic bus IP-

Link. Up to now, the distance between

two modules within this ring was limit-

ed to 5 m. Beckhoff has now approved a

distance of 15 meters for the IP-Link

connection between the modules. This

tremendously expands the potential

area of application. Many applications

that could up to now not be realized due

to the 5 m restriction can now utilize the

benefits of the compact, cost-effective

Fieldbus Box modules.



At the field level, the fieldbusses developed in the 90s continue to dominate the

markets. Fieldbusses have created their respective market segments focussing on

different aspects, and with maximum gross transfer rates of 0.5 – 16 MBaud they

continue to be quite adequate for many applications. However, due to the very

low quantities of components sold compared with the general IT world, overall

costs are rather high – both for the control and for the field devices, and partic-

ularly for the wiring. The required flexibility with regard to signal granularity was

and is achieved through modular field devices that operate a subordinate sub-

bus. Such sub-bus increases the complexity of the overall system and has signif-

icant performance disadvantages with regard to dead time and achievable cycle

time.

Why EtherCAT?
While Moore’s Law (doubling of performance approximately every 2 years) has

remained valid over recent years, and will continue to apply in future, for PC-

based control systems, no significant further development has occurred for field-

busses. Instead, the majority of fieldbus organizations and “large” automation

companies chose Ethernet as the future extension or replacement for “propri-

etary” fieldbus technology, and associated standards were developed.

Against this background, a company such as Beckhoff can expect to be asked:

“Why yet another Ethernet approach?” The short, but concise answer is: “Ether-

CAT takes a different route and is currently by far the most powerful Ethernet ap-

proach, and the one that is best tailored to automation requirements!” A sound,

technically substantiated response is presented in this article.

Ethernet at the I/O level is not without problems
Compared with existing fieldbusses, Ethernet has not only advantages. Ethernet

features which make it less suitable for automation technology applications

should therefore be considered very carefully and circumvented wherever possi-

ble. The main differences between the different approaches for adapting Ethernet

to automation technology can be found in these Ethernet features:

| High overhead for communication with devices that have to exchange small

quantities of data frequently.

| High connection costs per device compared with classic fieldbus nodes (trans-

former, PHY, MAC and required processor performance).

| Lack of real-time capability which, on closer inspection, is caused by slow run

times in the software stacks, rather than by the fact that Ethernet is used as

the transmission medium.

| Unfavorable topology. Ethernet now commonly uses a star topology,

although this is rather unfavorable when it comes to system wiring and can

lead to excessive cabling effort or highly cascaded communication depend-

encies.

Another factor is that not all Ethernet installations are identical. Apart from dif-

ferent transmission speeds of 10, 100 or 1000 MBaud, a distinction has to be

made between half and full duplex communication. Compared with full duplex,

half duplex – i.e. data transfer that alternates between two directions – transfers

less than half the amount of data, since the system has to pause after each trans-

fer in one direction to compensate for propagation and response times. Half du-

plex transfers can cause collisions which, while they are intercepted at the lower

levels and corrected through repetitions, are not acceptable for deterministic

transfers. Collisions therefore have to be avoided at higher levels, yet this in turn

is not possible without further deterioration of the usable data rate.

Targets for the development of EtherCAT
Due to the performance capabilities of the PC system, PC-based control technol-

ogy can support a more central or – more precisely – a hierarchical control phi-

losophy, whereby all the pieces of information that are relevant at a particular

Automation technology worldwide increasingly uses Ethernet as the physical communication layer. Ethernet has already be-
come established at the command level, for factory networking and for inter-control communication. Due to the high component quantities used
in office environments, it is comparatively powerful and cost-efficient.
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EtherCAT – 
the Ethernet fieldbus

The technical response to the question: “Why EtherCAT?”



and/or memory areas. The EtherCAT commands are transported in the data area

of an Ethernet telegram and can either be coded via a special Ether type or via

UDP/IP.

EtherCAT telegram structure (with and without UDP)

While the first variant with special Ether-type is limited to an Ethernet subnet, i.e.

associated telegrams are not relayed by the routers, for control tasks this usual-

ly does not represent a constraint. The Ethernet MAC address of the first device

is used for addressing. This requires a special first EtherCAT device, although this

is not necessary for direct communication without switch.

The second variant via UDP/IP generates a slightly larger overhead (IP and UDP

header), but for less time-critical applications it enables normal IP routing to be

used. On the master side, the frequently already existing TCP/IP stacks can be

used. Each EtherCAT command consists of an EtherCAT header, the data area and

a subsequent counter area (working counter), which is incremented by all Ether-

CAT devices that were addressed by the EtherCAT command and have exchanged

associated data.

Fieldbus Memory Management Unit (FMMU)
Using the telegram structure described above, several EtherCAT devices can be

addressed via a single Ethernet telegram with several EtherCAT commands, which

leads to a significant improvement of the usable data rate. However, for 2 bit in-

put terminals with precisely 2 bit of user data, the overhead of a single EtherCAT

command is still excessive.

The Fieldbus Memory Management Unit eliminates this problem and the avail-

able data rate to be utilized is almost 100 percent – even for devices with only 2

bits of user data, as described. Similar to the Memory Management Units (MMU)

in modern processors, the FMMU converts a logical address into a physical one

via an internal table. The FMMU is integrated in the EtherCAT slave ASIC and en-

ables individual address mapping for each device.

In contrast to processor-internal MMUs that map complete memory pages (in the

range of 4 kB), the FMMU also supports bit-wise mapping. This enables the two

bits of the input terminal to be inserted individually anywhere within a logical ad-

dress space. If an EtherCAT command is sent that reads or writes to a certain

memory area, instead of addressing a particular EtherCAT device, the 2 bit input

terminal inserts its data at the right place within the data area. All other termi-

nals that also detect an address match within their own FMMU also insert their

data, so that many devices can be addressed simultaneously with a single Ether-

CAT command.
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level are known simultaneously in a control system and can be combined with

each other. This not only makes system configuration easier, but also enables the

use of more intelligent control algorithms. In this configuration, the communica-

tion system is “only” responsible for the fast transport of the process data to and

from the control. A master/slave communication system is the best choice for this

purpose. The development of EtherCAT mainly focused on the following targets:

| Broad applicability. Any control with a commercially available Ethernet con-

troller should be able to be used as an EtherCAT master. Starting with small

16 bit processors to PC systems with 3 GHz processors, any computer should

be able to turn into an EtherCAT control system without special connections.

| Full conformity with the Ethernet standard. EtherCAT should be able to co-

exist with other Ethernet devices and protocols on the same bus. Standard

structural components such as Ethernet switches should be usable for Ether-

CAT.

| Smallest possible device granularity without subordinate sub-bus. More com-

plex nodes or 2 bit I/Os should be able to be used economically as EtherCAT

slaves.

| Maximum efficiency. As much of the Ethernet bandwidth as possible should

be available for user data transfers.

| Short cycle times. Possible cycle times of significantly less than 100 µs should

open up new areas of application, such as closing of lower drive technology

control loops.

| Maximum deterministic properties, even without the basis of absolute

telegram transfer accuracy.

EtherCAT operating principle
From an Ethernet point of view, an EtherCAT bus is simply a single large Ethernet

device. This “device” receives and sends Ethernet telegrams.

However, the “device” does not contain an Ethernet controller with downstream

microprocessor, but a large number of EtherCAT slaves. These process the incom-

ing telegrams directly and extract the relevant user data, or they insert them and

transfer the telegram to the next EtherCAT slave. The last EtherCAT slave sends

the fully processed telegram back, so that it is returned by the first slave to the

control as a kind of response telegram. This procedure utilizes the fact that 

Ethernet deals separately with transfers in separate directions (Tx and Rx lines)

and operates in full duplex mode: the transmitted telegrams are returned to the

control by loop-back through the Rx wire pair. Naturally, like for any other Ether-

net device, direct communication without switch may be established using a

“crossover” Ethernet cable, thereby creating a pure EtherCAT system.

Telegram processing
Telegrams are processed directly “on the fly”. While the telegrams (delayed by

only a few bits) are already passed on, the slave recognizes relevant commands

and executes them accordingly. Processing is done within the hardware and is

therefore independent of the response times of any microprocessors that may be

connected. Each device has an addressable memory of 64 kB that can be read or

written, either consecutively or simultaneously. Several EtherCAT commands can

be embedded within an Ethernet telegram, each addressing individual devices
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Transmission layer Cable Max. length Costs Assembly Delay

(connection/meter) characteristics (per connection in µs)

Ethernet (100 Base TX) CAT 5 100 m o / ++ (+1) + approx. 1

(copper)

Ethernet (100 Base FX) Fiber optic 100 km - / -- - approx. 1

(fiber glass)

E-bus (copper) CAT 5 10 m ++ / ++ (+1) + 0

(copper)

E-bus (fiber optic, Fiber optic 100 m + / + ++ 0

in preparation) (plastic fiber)

Characteristics of the different physical layers

(1 industrial cable type i. e. suitable for drag chain applications, oil-resistant)
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Since the FMMU is present in each device and is configured individually, the mas-

ter can already assemble complete process images during the initialization phase

and subsequently exchange them via a single EtherCAT command. Additional

mapping is no longer required in the master, so that the process data can be as-

signed directly to the different control tasks (PLC, NC, etc.). Each task can create

its own process image and exchange it within its own timeframe. The physical or-

der of the EtherCAT devices is completely independent and is only relevant dur-

ing the first initialization phase.

The logical address space for the FMMUs is 4 GB. From the master perspective,

an EtherCAT system can therefore be regarded as a large distributed memory that

can be written and read without restriction. EtherCAT is therefore a type of seri-

al backplane for automation systems that enables connection to distributed

process data for both large or very small automation devices. Via a standard 

Ethernet controller and a standard Ethernet cable (CAT 5), practically any num-

ber of I/O channels without restrictions on the distribution can be connected to

automation devices, which can be accessed with high bandwidth, minimum de-

lay and near-optimum usable data rate.

Physical layer
A wide range of physical Ethernet media are available, starting from the good old

“Yellow Cable” to high-speed fiber optic lines. In addition to the classic CAT-5

copper cables (100 base TX), the 100 MBaud Ethernet used by EtherCAT also of-

fers fiber optic physical layers (100 base FX). Since EtherCAT is fully compatible

with Ethernet, all associated physical layers can be used. EtherCAT transmissions

often involve very short distances, for example between two EtherCAT terminals

within the same terminal block, so that an additional physical layer was devel-

oped – the E-bus. The E-bus is based on LVDS transmission (Low Voltage Differ-

ential Signal, IEEE standard P1596.3-1995). Apart from terminal communication,

it is also suitable for cost-effective “long-distance transmissions” up to approxi-

mately 10 m.

Since all transferred data consist of fully compatible Ethernet telegrams, the phys-

ical layer can be changed anywhere and any number of times. In a system con-

sisting of different control cabinets and machine modules, for example, for each

unit the most cost-effective physical layer can be used. Within a control cabinet

the E-bus is sufficient; between the cabinet and the machine modules standard

Ethernet copper technology is used up to distances of 100 m. For even larger dis-

tances or extreme EMC loads, fiber optic technology can be implemented any-

where within the system.

The only prerequisite for the transmission medium is full duplex capability, since

EtherCAT responds so quickly that usually the response is already sent back to

the master, while the master is still sending the last bytes of its query. Half du-

plex physical layers as used in radio transmission, for example, would cause col-

lisions and cannot be used for EtherCAT. In the current implementation, EtherCAT

utilizes 100 MBaud Ethernet. However, the transmission principle is independent

of the speed and can be used in future for 1 GBaud or more without modifica-

tion.

Topology
The topology of a communication system is one of the crucial factors for the suc-

cessful application in the automation industry. The topology has significant influ-

ence on the cabling effort, diagnostic features, redundancy options and hot-plug-

and-play features. While the star-shaped cabling commonly used for standard

Ethernet (100 base TX) has advantages with regard to hot-plug-and-play and re-

dundancy, the cabling effort and switches required in distributed applications

with many devices are not really acceptable.

In logic terms, in EtherCAT the slaves represent an open ring bus.At the open end,

the master sends in telegrams, either directly or via standard Ethernet switches,

and receives them at the other end after they have been processed. All telegrams

are relayed from the first device to the next ones. The last device returns the

telegram back to the master. Since a normal Ethernet cable is bi-directional (sep-

arate Tx and Rx cables), and since all EtherCAT slaves can also transfer in the re-

verse direction, the result is a physical line.

Branches, which in principle are possible anywhere, can be used to build a flexi-

ble tree structure from the line structure. A tree structure enables very simple

wiring; individual branches, for example, can branch into control cabinets or ma-

chine modules, while the main line runs from one module to the next.
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Telegram transfer
Each EtherCAT slave has two Rx and Tx interfaces, via which the telegrams are

transferred in one or the other direction. The telegrams are always analyzed in

the outgoing direction, the return direction is used for amplifying and regenerat-

ing the signal and for locating and closing of line interruptions (Figure a).

An EtherCAT slave can detect whether a carrier signal is present on its outgoing

or return line. Furthermore, each EtherCAT slave can switch the data flow in such

a way that a telegram received via the outgoing line can be transmitted both via

the Tx interface of the outgoing line or of the return line. Conversely, a telegram

received via the return line can be sent via the Tx interface of the return line or

the outgoing line (Figure b).

If the EtherCAT slave no longer detects a carrier signal on its return line, it short

circuits the Rx interface of the outgoing line with the Tx interface of the return

line, i.e. a telegram received via the outgoing line is processed and then sent back

via the Tx interface of the return line. This functionality makes additional termi-

nation modules unnecessary, since the EtherCAT slave automatic detects that no

further slave follows.

Since this situation can be caused by a short-term interruption, in the event of a

short circuit the system will try to send a carrier signal or the passing telegram

via the Tx interface of the outgoing line, so that it can detect the interruption be-

ing closed again. A carrier signal is then detected again via the Rx interface of the

outgoing line, and the short circuit is removed (Figure c).

Obviously, an interruption may also occur on the outgoing line. If the EtherCAT

slave no longer detects a carrier signal at the Rx interface of its outgoing line, it

short circuits the Tx interface of the return line with the Rx interface of the out-

going line. In this case, no carrier signal or telegram is sent via the Tx interface of

the return line (Figure d).

Diagnostic
For the operation of a distributed bus system, diagnostic options are no doubt

just as significant as performance data, topology features or cabling effort. In this

respect too, EtherCAT meets the expectations of a modern communication sys-

tem. Unlike party line bus systems (e.g. Profibus or CAN), in which all devices are

connected to the same physical cable, and the signals are sent to all devices with-

out being refreshed, Ethernet (at 100 MBaud or above) and naturally also Ether-

CAT uses pure point-to-point transfers. Faults or even sporadic weak points that

are impossible to trace in party line systems, or only with special measurement

arrangements, can be located accurately.

Breaks in the logical communication ring are located and closed automatically.

Each device monitors the carrier signals both in the outgoing and in the return

direction and can detect faults.

Protection measures
EtherCAT checks (via checksum) whether a telegram was transmitted correctly

and was processed correctly by all addressed devices (using a working counter).

The standard Ethernet checksum found at the end of the Ethernet telegram is

used for this purpose. Since one or several slaves modify the telegram during the

transfer, the checksum is recalculated for each slave. If a checksum error is de-

tected, a status bit is set in the EtherCAT slave, and an interrupt to the master is

triggered if necessary, so that a fault can be located precisely.

During a read operation, the slave inserts the addressed data in the designated

data field, from where they are retrieved during writing as required. In both cas-

es, the addressed slave increments a working counter positioned at the end of

each EtherCAT command. Since the master knows how many slaves are ad-

dressed by the telegram, it can detect from the working counter whether all

slaves have exchanged their data correctly.
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Protocol
Fieldbusses have to meet different requirements in terms of the data transmis-

sion characteristics. Parameter data are transferred acyclically and in large quan-

tities, whereby the timing requirements are relatively non-critical, and the trans-

mission is usually triggered by the control. Diagnostic data are also transferred

acyclically and event-driven, but the timing requirements are more demanding,

and the transmission is usually triggered by a peripheral device. Process data, on

the other hand, are transferred cyclically with different cycle times. It is important

that “dropped cycles” are avoided. The timing requirements are most stringent

for process data communication.

EtherCAT has different addressing options for different types of communication,

optimized for the particular requirements.

Addressing
Physical addressing: With physical addressing, part of the 64 kB address space

of a slave is read or written. A telegram invariably addresses precisely one slave.

This addressing is used particularly for transferring parameter data. Two options

for slave addressing are available, i.e. auto-increment or fixed-address, which are

described below.

Logical addressing: With logical addressing, slaves are not addressed individu-

ally, but rather a section of a 4 GB logical address space is addressed that may

stretch across any number of slaves. The assignment of physical slave addresses

to logical addresses in the EtherCAT bus is configured in the master and trans-

ferred to the Fieldbus Memory Management Units (FMMU) of the slaves during

the startup phase. An FMMU deals with the assignment of a logical address to

the physical addresses of a device. For each FMMU, the following items are con-

figured: a logical, bit-oriented start address, a physical start address, a bit length,

and a type that specifies the direction of the mapping (inputs or outputs). Any da-

ta of an EtherCAT slave can thus be mapped bit-wise to any logical address.When

a telegram with logical addressing is received, the slave checks whether one of

its FMMUs shows an address match. If appropriate, it inserts data at the associ-

ated position of the data field into the telegram (input type) or extracts data from

the associated position of the telegram (output type). Telegrams can therefore be

assembled flexibly and optimized to the requirements of the control. This ad-

dressing mode is particularly suitable for transferring cyclic process data.

Multiple addressing: With multiple addressing, physical address areas of sev-

eral slaves can be read. The first slave is addressed via the station address. The

multiple read flag in the telegram is enabled, through which the subsequent

slaves in the ring can recognize that they are being addressed. Each slave that

has the required physical address area enters its station address and the associ-

ated data into the data field, as long as there is space available inside the

telegram frame.

Broadcast: A broadcast write can be used to write physical address areas of all

slaves; state transitions, for example, may be carried out simultaneously for all

slaves. With a broadcast read, physical address areas of all slaves are read. For

applications operating properly only if all slaves are in the OK state, this OK state

can be queried very simply and quickly for all devices via a broadcast read.

Internode communication
Although EtherCAT uses a clear master/slave communication model, thereby ide-

ally supporting hierarchical control technology, internode communication be-

tween EtherCAT devices can be created very easily using the features of the Field-

bus Memory Management Unit (FMMU). To this end, memory areas from the 

4 GB logical address space are allocated for internode communication and cycli-

cally exchanged by the master. The master alternately issues a read query and, in

the next cycle, a write command for the respective memory area. All devices that

are configured accordingly insert their internode communication data or retrieve

them during the next cycle. For the master, these data are transparent – it mere-

ly deals with the cyclic exchange.

Compared with party line bus systems, in which all devices are connected to the

same communication medium, one cycle is ‘wasted’. However, this is more than

compensated for by the outstanding usable data rate and the associated short

cycle times. The strategy described above also has the advantage, that the in-

ternode communication data are collected from several sources and then simul-

taneously arrive at all addressed destinations during the next cycle. At a cycle

time of, for example, 100 µs, approximately 1000 bytes can be sent from almost

any number of sources to the same number of destinations.

Ethernet via EtherCAT
In addition to the already described EtherCAT addressing mode for the commu-

nication with the EtherCAT devices, an Ethernet fieldbus is also expected to fea-

ture standard IP-based protocols such as TCP/IP, UDP/IP and all higher protocols

based on these (HTTP, FTP, SNMP, etc.). Ideally, individual Ethernet telegrams

should be transferred transparently, since this avoids restrictions with regard to

the protocols to be transferred.

There are two different basic approaches for transferring acyclic Ethernet

telegrams in cyclic fieldbus mode. In the first variant, an appropriate time slice is

allocated, in which the acyclic Ethernet telegrams can be embedded. This time

slice has to be chosen sufficiently large to be able to accommodate complete 

Ethernet telegrams. The common MTU (Maximum Transmission Unit) is 1514

bytes, corresponding to approximately 125 µs at 100 MBaud. The minimum 

resulting cycle time for systems using this variant is approximately 200-250 µs.

A reduction of the MTU often leads to problems: While the IP protocol allows 

fragmentation in principle, this is often not recommended, and it will no longer

be available in the next generation (IPv6). Data consistency problems may also

occur, particularly in UDP/IP transfers.

EtherCAT utilizes the second variant, in which the Ethernet telegrams are tun-

neled and re-assembled in the associated device, before being relayed as com-

plete Ethernet telegrams. This procedure does not restrict the achievable cycle

time, since the fragments can be optimized according to the available bandwidth

(EtherCAT instead of IP fragmentation). In this case, EtherCAT defines a standard

Distributed clocks
In EtherCAT, distributed clocks enable all fieldbus devices to have the same time.

A particular device contains the master clock, which is used to synchronize the

slave clocks of the other devices and of the control. To this end, the control sends

a special telegram at certain intervals (as required in order to avoid the slave

clocks diverging beyond specified limits), in which the bus device containing the

master clock enters its current time. The fieldbus devices with slave clocks then

read the time from the same telegram. Due to the ring structure of EtherCAT this

is possible if the master clock is located before the slave clocks in the ring.
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channel, which in principle enables any EtherCAT device to participate in the

normal Ethernet traffic. In an intelligent drive controller that exchanges process

data with a cycle time of 100 µs, for example, an HTTP server can be integrated

that features its own diagnostics interface in the form of web pages.

Another application for transferred Ethernet telegrams will be hub and switch ter-

minals. They offer standard Ethernet ports with associated RJ45 sockets at any lo-

cation within the EtherCAT system, through which any Ethernet device may be

connected. For example, this may be a service computer that communicates di-

rectly with the control and queries the web page of an intelligent EtherCAT de-

vice, or simply routes it to the intranet or Internet via the control. In addition to

the hub terminal, the switch terminal already has a switch block integrated, of-

fering several Ethernet connections in a single device. The EtherCAT master also

features software-integrated switch functionality, which is responsible for the

routing of the individual Ethernet telegrams from and to the EtherCAT devices

and the IP stack of the host operating system. The switch functionality is identi-

cal with that of a standard layer 2 switch and responds to the Ethernet address-

es used irrespective of the protocol.

Conclusions
In automation technology, there is currently a trend to use Ethernet also at the

field level. Various approaches promise high bandwidth, low costs, simplified ver-

tical integration, utilization of standard components from the office sector and

low configuration and diagnostic effort, and all that combined with the required

real-time capability.

At closer inspection however, many of the arguments become weak or change to

the opposite: The comparatively high bandwidth of 100 MBaud Ethernet is ruined

if typical I/O nodes with few bytes of process data are used, each addressed by

one telegram. A device with four bytes per direction, for example, achieves a us-

able data rate of 3-4 percent. Costs too tend to argue against use in the field.

Apart from the pure connection costs, another factor is the relatively high com-

puting capacity required for processing of the telegrams in the slaves. The use of

standard components usually reaches its limit when a certain degree of real-time

capability is required. Furthermore, the typical switched star cabling does not lend

itself very well for use in the field. Even the configuration does not become eas-

ier: The allocation of the required IP addresses requires IT knowledge and tools

and frequently leads to conflicts with the IT department.

EtherCAT takes a different route and combines the advantages of fieldbus tech-

nology with the otherwise indisputable advantages of the Ethernet world. The

available bandwidth is almost fully utilized, and the costs are reduced to a sim-

ple ASIC connection in the EtherCAT device. Standard components are used where

they are in fact standard - in the control and not in the 2 bit I/O terminal. Ether-

CAT does not require IP addresses, and configuration is automatic – controlled by

the master using simple algorithms. Vertical integration is nevertheless available.

Devices requiring an IP address can have one and are then integrated fully trans-

parently in the network.

EtherCAT enables high-performance machine controls to be realized, capable to

exchange many distributed signals with cycle times significantly below 100 µs.

Moreover, the system is just as suitable for cost-effective control applications

where cycle times three orders of magnitude larger are sufficient, e.g. building au-

tomation with 100 ms. In this case, any commercially available PC or any con-

troller with integrated Ethernet port can be used as a master. EtherCAT therefore

offers a unified, powerful communication basis for the entire automation sector.

The same system technology can be used from “small” PLCs for less than 100 e

to high-performance CNC.

You can find the long version of this article under 

www.pc-contol.net

Fieldbus connections
Due to the performance capability of EtherCAT, even complex bus devices, such

as fieldbus master modules, can be realized. No additional connections are re-

quired in the control. EtherCAT works as a kind of PCI bus substitute, usually even

providing a gain in performance. Fieldbus master scanner devices in controls have

a process image interface for exchanging cyclic process data and a mailbox in-

terface for transferring acyclic parameter or diagnostic data. With EtherCAT, the

process image can usually be transferred with a single telegram, with the master

sending the output process image and receiving the input process image.

Special EtherCAT devices: Fieldbus master

Ethernet via EtherCAT: Hub and switch terminals



Modern buildings require almost everything inside the outer structure to be

changed or moved multiple times over the lifespan of the building. For example,

partitions must be easily relocated or completely removed to meet changing oc-

cupancy demands. Furthermore, architectural designers are creating even more

headaches for building engineers by using elegant glass partitions. Glass parti-

tions divide space while creating a look of more space. It was bad enough creat-

ing flexible wiring solutions for such simple tasks as mounting switches on the

standard partitions which will be moved. Now the building engineers are chal-

lenged with creating an invisible wire for mounting switches on glass walls. Well

maybe no wires are needed at all thanks to using a wireless switch and the

KL6023 Wireless Adapter from Beckhoff. Now the switch works on a glass wall

without cable or battery, everyone is happy, and can move onto the next task.

With the KL6023 Wireless Adapter and the integration of wireless and wattless switches and sensors, the Beckhoff Building
Automation system has become even more intelligent.
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Wireless Adapter: Flexible space utilization
with wireless and wattless sensors

No cable,
no hassle – 
”Wireless“

Wattless processing
In some buildings, for example a new office building in Munich, these dreams

have become reality: Radio switches without batteries were installed as part of

the complete electrotechnical automation of the building. The KL6023 Wireless

Adapter from Beckhoff gathers all radio signals within a radius of approximately

30 m and puts them through to the control. In addition to the simple on/off sig-

nals from the switches, the current room temperature and the set temperature

are also transferred via transmitter modules with EnOcean technology. The ener-

gy consumption for the radio transmission is very low, and the required power is

provided by integrated solar cells measuring approximately 1 cm2, or through the

action of pushing the button itself.



The technology is impressively simple. Pressing a switch causes a spring to be ten-

sioned up to a click point. The spring operates a tiny hammer, which hits a piezo.

The principle is the same as that found in lighters with electric ignition. The piezo

produces a voltage that is stored by the downstream electronics and “brings it to

life”. The state of the switches is queried and coded within a byte. Prior to send-

ing the information it is complemented with the address of the sender and pro-

tected against faulty transmission through encryption. Triple transmission pro-

vides additional improvement in quality. By now the energy is used up, and the

electronics “goes back to sleep”. When the switch is released, the process is re-

peated, and the bit indicating the state of the switch is reset to zero. The control

therefore knows the activation duration.

Solar-operated systems also lend themselves for wireless connection to the con-

trol. The energy generated during the day is saved and provides a power reserve

of more than one day. The temperature sensor reports four times per hour and in

the event of a change in temperature. The energy consumption is very low, so that

the device could be kept small and maintenance-free.

Watertight and dust-proof packaging
The KL6023 Wireless Adapter receives the signals of the battery-less transmitters

with EnOcean technology and converts them to RS485. The receiver is installed
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This question can today be answered with a clear “YES and NO”. Cables are sensible in all applications

where sensors or actuators consume a significant amount of energy. In such applications, wired bus 

systems are unlikely to be displaced quickly. The situation is different in some areas of wireless digital

data transfer. The energy consumption of a remote TV control, for example, is so small that a battery

lasts a year or longer. In other applications the energy consumption is high, for example for a PDA or

notebook, but the user accepts that the battery has to be recharged at short intervals. Wireless is there-

fore appropriate for these applications. Radio technology is even more appropriate, if it can operate

without battery or other high-maintenance technology, making it ideal for mobile, long-lived input 

devices and sensors.

Uwe Prüßmeier, product manager for I/O systems, responds to the 

question: “Will wireless replace bus systems in future?”

The KL6023 Wireless Adapter for EnOcean technology receives radio signals from the

sensors and converts them to RS485. These signals are processed further directly by the

serial KL6021-0023 Bus Terminal. With a radio signal range of at least 30 m, the wiring

of buildings can be simplified significantly. The Wireless Adapter comes in a dustproof

and waterproof IP 66 housing.

at a position with optimum reception. Pre-processing of the radio signals direct-

ly at the aerial ensures maximum transmission integrity and range. The RS485

standard digital signals, which are significantly less sensitive, are transferred to

the Bus Terminal system via a cable with a length of more than 300 m. The seri-

al KL6021-0023 Bus Terminals process the signals further and make them avail-

able to other bus systems of any type. The Bus Terminal provides the galvanical-

ly separated power supply for the Wireless Adapter. In many applications, direct

linkage of the signals in a BC9000 Bus Terminal controller via Ethernet, with si-

multaneous connection to higher-level systems, is advantageous.

The watertight enclosures allow installation at practically any location within the

building. Dust or dirt have no adverse effect. During commissioning, the status

LEDs of the Wireless Adapter are visible with the lid closed. The LEDs indicate all

telegrams they receive as faulty or faultless, thus supporting commissioning.

With a radio signal range of at least 30 m, the wiring of buildings can be simpli-

fied significantly. A further advantage is the fact that the fire load, particularly in

areas with high occupancy, is reduced significantly.The design and rearrangement

of buildings is simplified, since operator control elements are no longer restrict-

ed to walls, but can also be mounted on furniture or equipment. With a distance

of more than 300 m between the Wireless Adapter and the Bus Terminal station,

the receiver can be placed at any position within a building that is advantageous

for radio transmission purposes. The EnOcean system does not stipulate a maxi-

mum number of transmitters per receiver unit. In practice, typically between 25

and 100 transmitters per receiver are used.



Faster and faster cycle times are being demanded. This also applies to the flying

saw. The flying saw functionality is defined as the synchronization of a slave ax-

is with a master axis in motion, and the movement of the slave axis synchronous

with the master – with parameterizable gearing factor – during the machining

process. The synchronous motion with the master axis enables machining of a

workpiece even during transport. Previously, the TwinCAT Flying Saw required the

slave axis to stop at the start of the process, with subsequent synchronization

with the master axis with maximum dynamics. The new functionality enables syn-

chronization with a moving master, without restriction on the initial dynamics of

the slave. For many applications, this provides significantly more degrees of free-

dom, since at the time of the coupling the slave axis is already executing a pre-

vious travel command with positive or negative velocity and acceleration. Once

non-cyclic machining of the workpiece during the synchronous phase has been

completed, the slave is uncoupled from the master, decelerated and returned to

the starting position. The starting position does not necessarily have to be

reached, since a new synchronization can directly follow an enable command for

the machining of the next workpiece. For a cyclic slave axis, the next cycle can be

started with a new synchronous position after each completed machining

process. The gearing factor of the master/slave coupling can have any value not

equal to zero.

PLCopen-compliant function blocks
For convenient programming of this functionality, two function blocks that com-

ply with the PLCopen standards are available in the TwinCAT NC motion control

library. The modularization of the functionality within function blocks enables ap-

propriate solutions to be realized easily for a variety of requirements:

| MC_GearInVelo: synchronization with fixed gearing factor

| MC_GearInPos: synchronization to the specified position with fixed gearing

factor
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The TwinCAT system from Beckhoff includes powerful motion control blocks ranging from electronic gearing to cam plates.
The TwinCAT Flying Saw NC module has been extended with new functionalities that enable synchronization with a master in motion, without
restrictions regarding the initial dynamics of the slave. This functionality - in combination with the flexible PLC function blocks - significantly in-
creases system effectiveness and performance.
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Flying Saw – non-stop

Extended functionality of the TwinCAT Flying Saw

Scope of a synchronisation.



Serial interface

The set value profiles of the axes involved are calculated by the NC of the 

TwinCAT system and issued to the axes. The PLC calculates the required specifi-

cations such as the coupling position. Furthermore, the PLC controls and moni-

tors the complete process, consisting of coupling (synchronization), synchronous

movement, uncoupling and repositioning.

The flexibility of this solution is increased further through the specification of

boundary conditions. The motion requirements are thus already considered dur-

ing the calculation of the set value profile, and not only controlled later during

execution.The slave axis motion, for example, can be restricted in such a way that

only positive values for velocity – e. g. for the processing of film – are permitted.

Travel across the end positions and exceeding of a set maximum velocity during

the synchronization phase can also be monitored and prevented. In addition, the

slave motion is also determined – within the specified dynamic limits (maximum

values for velocity, acceleration, deceleration and jerk) – so that an optimum set

value profile is generated.

Flexible motion functions
For determining the set position of the slave, the NC calculates a motion function

depending on the master position. A 5th order polynomial is best suited for com-

pliance with the specified boundary conditions, although some of its features may

not necessarily be desirable. Based on the above-mentioned conditions, an at-

tempt will be made to find an optimum solution for the respective requirements.

The advantage of realizing position coupling (cam plate) is that the coupling is

only calculated once and is then available as a flexible motion function with re-

al-time capability. This motion function enables run time-optimized calculation,

independent of the future master motion. A change in master dynamics auto-

matically leads to consistent adaptation of the slave dynamics.
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TwinCAT ADS via serial or
HTTP connection enables 
new applications

Extension of the TwinCAT ADS router
Enhancements such as serial and HTTP capability have

made TwinCAT ADS a software product which enables

horizontal and vertical communication on a wide va-

riety of platforms. TwinCAT ADS is a modular software

component which is part of the Beckhoff proven 

TwinCAT real-time PC based control software line.

TwinCAT ADS is the modular software component that

handles message exchange between all the TwinCAT

software modules including the TwinCAT IEC 61131-3

PLC and the motion control blocks which are part of

the NC module. Messages are exchanged between the

individual modules by the TwinCAT message router

through the uniform open ADS (Automation Device

Specification) interface. The router manages and dis-

tributes all the messages within the local system and

to remote TwinCAT devices via TCP/IP.

ADS communication via the serial interface



PC

ADS via HTTP
(polling)

ADS via
TCP/IP

Internet
Information
Server (IIS)
ADS
WebService

BC9000 CX1000

ADS via HTTP
(polling)
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The function “ADS via serial interface” will be available for TwinCAT

version 2.9 from January 2004.

Estimated market release of the “ADS via HTTP” option is expected

for the 1st quarter of 2004.

The advantage of this solution is its flexibility:

ADS enables horizontal and vertical com-

munication on different platforms. Beckhoff

offers ADS components for the Windows

NT/2000/XP operating systems and for various

CE systems (ARM, X86, MIPS, SH3, SH4) free

of charge. They can be used in different pro-

gramming environments such as C++, Visual

Basic, .Net, Delphi or ASP. The ADS protocol is

open and documented. Another option is the

implementation of ADS on platforms and lan-

guages that are currently not supported (e. g.

Linux, Java).

ADS via serial interface
For diagnostic purposes, a PDA is frequently

connected to a TwinCAT system via the wire-

less LAN network using the open ADS proto-

col. However the PDA might need a connec-

tion via a serial interface using the open ADS

protocol . For serial applications, the TwinCAT

ADS router was extended so the serial COM

port can be used for communication in the

lower level ADS transport layer – alongside

the existing TCP/IP.

ADS via HTTP
HTTP-based access using the open ADS proto-

col was also implemented. ADS communica-

tion was already based on TCP/IP making it

perfectly designed for local or intranet appli-

cations. For communication via the Internet,

firewalls would have to be configured appro-

priately. With the extension of the ADS trans-

port layer, “ADS via HTTP” is now available as

a regular interface. The TwinCAT ADS compo-

nent acts as a HTTP consumer and communi-

cates with the actual TwinCAT target device

via a TwinCAT ADS WebService that is config-

ured for intranet or Internet. The ADS WebSer-

vice is used as a converter between ADS HTTP

and the ADS standard.

ADS HTTP communication offers significant

potential, particularly for remote mainte-

nance: Web-based visualization and diagnos-

tic tools facilitate remote service, although the

term “web-based visualization” is often used

incorrectly as a synonym for “visualization

running in the web browser”. There is no rea-

son why a HMI application that already exists

locally at the machine should not be run re-

motely by the service staff. Only ADS data ex-

change occurs through the Internet firewalls

via HTTP port 80.

There are numerous ADS routing options: The

ADS interface for applications such as Scada

systems or the TwinCAT OPC Server is main-

tained. The ADS router manages the commu-

nication transparently via different transport

routes.

ADS communication via HTTP



For further information and international sales contacts see:
www.beckhoff.com

New Automation Technology

C632x: Intel Celeron 733 MHz (optionally Intel P III 850 MHz), 3-slot passive backplane 
(1 PCI slot free), IDE hard disk 20 GB, 128 MB SDRAM DIMM module (expandable
to 512 MB), 1 x Ethernet, 2 x RS232, 2 x USB, optional fieldbus interface

C633x: additional slim-line IDE CD-ROM drive (optionally CD-RW)
CP63xx:Panel PC in combination with Beckhoff built-in Control Panel CP68xx

Beckhoff expands the comprehensive Industrial PC family with the C63xx series
miniature Control Cabinet PC. In its new “packaging”, the smallest variant only
measures 93 x 196 x 226 mm (W x H x D). As a fully-fledged substitute for a
powerful PLC, the Industrial PC also deals with all operating and communication
options of a modern PC.

Beckhoff Industrial PC  |  Control Cabinet PC C63xx  |  www.beckhoff.com/C63xx/

C63xx series Control Cabinet PC: compact, robust and cost-effective PLC substitute

Der Mini-PC with
maximum features

➔ Standard PC technology with ultra-compact design
➔ PC control with the look & feel of a PLC
➔ Removable internal chassis
➔ Drives and plug-in cards are easily accessible
➔ Optional version without fan

| P
C1

1-
25

E 
|

Variant with cooling fins
at the side wall (no fan)

Panel PC without fan for
quiet operation

Various displays enable more than
50 variants of built-in Panel PCs

Variant with slim-line CD-ROM
drive (optionally CD-RW)
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In August 2003, the Miele electronics development department moved into a new

innovation center. The modern building offers employees a creatively designed of-

fice and laboratory environment. The Miele construction division, comprising

building construction, building services and interior design sections, was respon-

sible for the design and the implementation. The design includes a space utiliza-

tion concept with flexible partitions, a raised floor for the installation of the build-

ing services, underfloor box systems, data systems and a decentralized control

concept for the building services and energy supply systems.

Currently, around 220 people work in the new Miele innovation center. They 

benefit from a modern building offering maximum functionality, of which only a

small part is directly apparent. “The new building is intended to facilitate cre-

ativity and new ideas,” as Udo Siekaup, who works in the design and develop-

ment section of the Miele building management department and was responsi-

ble for the software and control implementation of the building automation serv-

ices, describes the ambience the management had in mind. The whole innovation

center intends to express this intention both through its architecture and through
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New innovation center for the Miele electronics development department officially opened

One building – 
one integrated 
automation

Miele develops and produces washing machines, washer driers, tumble driers, and electronic controls at
their main site in Gütersloh, Germany. Gütersloh is also the location of the head office, the electronics plant, the distribution
center and the central spare parts warehouse. The Miele facility at Gütersloh has a staff of around 4,900. One of Miele‘s new
facilities uses state of the art automation controls from Beckhoff.

The electronics developers

from Miele moved into a 

new innovation center.

(left to right) Fred Kerkhoff from the Beckhoff building services section,

Udo Siekaup from Miele’s design and development section of building management,

and Georg Schemmann, manager of the building automation section at Beckhoff.



its spatial design and the furnishings and fittings, and obviously also through its

technical infrastructure. The building automation therefore not only had to meet

functional expectations, but also aesthetic and emotional requirements.

Notwithstanding the exacting requirements regarding the aims and types of uti-

lization, from an objective point of view the new innovation center has to be clas-

sified as a functional building, in which various technological services had to be

installed and sensibly linked with each other. The technical building equipment,

i. e. the infrastructure and the building automation, was therefore an important

consideration. The building has a usable floor space of more than 5,300 m2 (with-

out basement). The plant rooms with HVAC and energy distribution systems, the

IT room with the IT patch fields for the complete communications infrastructure

and the building automation room are located in the basement.

The building services including the Beckhoff Building Automation contribute sig-

nificantly to the building ambience. The building automation is based on decen-

tralized intelligent control systems that are networked via the Ethernet commu-

nication system, and on a central building management system based on Indus-

trial PC technology. The construction division commissioned the design and de-

velopment section of the Miele building management department with the de-

sign, programming and commissioning of the building automation.

Udo Siekaup from Miele, Georg Schemmann, manager for building automation at

Beckhoff, and Fred Kerkhoff from the Beckhoff building services section jointly 

developed a combination of intelligent building automation and conventional 

installation technology.

Ethernet- and PC-based technology from Beckhoff was used for the automation

components. Georg Schemmann: “Beckhoff products are already being used in

various sections of the Miele production plants, so that in addition to the tech-

nological benefits there are also logistical ones.” The combination of intelligent

building automation and years of experience with installation technology has al-

ready proved an advantage in many projects. Ethernet was the favored bus sys-

tem for the building automation.The control system includes a total of 63 BC9000

Ethernet Bus Terminal controllers, around 1000 Bus Terminals for approximately

3,000 data points, a central Industrial PC with Control Panel, and the TwinCAT au-

tomation software.

A network for any application
During the project discussions between Beckhoff and the design engineers from

Miele, two communication concepts were being considered: A network solution

with Profibus as the bus system, and the Ethernet solution that Miele decided to

use. While proprietary bus systems that are often used for electrical installations

are configured and switched via specially integrated and function-related inter-

face components in the installation devices (e. g. in light sensors, ballasts for flu-
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The BC9000 Ethernet controller can also be used as an autonomous PLC for 

controlling the HVAC units. Even if more intelligence or memory would be required

due to increased coupling depth or complexity, scalable solutions could be realized

with other Beckhoff controllers (e.g. BX9000 Bus Terminal controller, CX1000 

Embedded PC).

An important aspect of the automation solution results from the cost center

principle of the Miele Group. Each individual service, be it air-conditioning,

heating, electrical energy consumption or even IT infrastructure is account-

ed for independently within the Group. The consumption is recorded and

billed, and the costs are assigned to the respective departments. The build-

ing automation solution in the Miele innovation center therefore also had

to follow this concept. For Miele, the only bus system that was able to meet

this requirement was Ethernet: “The infrastructure is available, and we 

were able to hire the required network capacity with access and integrated 

connections at fixed prices within the IT-sector, so that we can cost and 

use this bus technology very cost-effectively.”

Bit-precise internal billing



The DALI Bus Terminals, to which up to 64 digital ballasts can be connected, are

used for the lighting control of the conference rooms at the Miele innovation cen-

ter. The control functions include on/off switching and specification of the bright-

ness levels.

Several devices also run via the Beckhoff Controllers. For example, the basement

contains about 10 temperature-controlled cabinets for long-term climatic testing

of electronic modules, which are controlled and temperature-monitored via the

Bus Terminals.

Software creates functional unit
Staff from the Miele building management department programmed the au-

tomation solution in-house. This underlines the fact that, in principle, users are

able to create control programs – without excessive effort – via the IEC 61131-

3-compliant TwinCAT programming environment, even for decentralized, intelli-

gent control concepts such as those realized for the Miele project.

For user programming, it is important to be able to re-use program blocks that

can be used to implement identical or similar tasks such as controller functions

uniformly and economically. “For supporting this kind of task, we offer the user

special libraries, for example the TwinCAT PLC Building Automation library or the

Controller Toolbox, which can be used to quickly adapt a control block to the re-

spective task and to parameterize it,” explained Georg Schemmann.

The complete programming of the Beckhoff Bus Terminal Controllers was quite

straightforward, said Udo Siekaup: “Once programming for a distribution station

has been completed, the program can simply be transferred to the other con-

trollers as a basic block and then slightly modified according to the respective re-

quirements.”

Miele staff took part in training for programming with TwinCAT at the Beckhoff

head office, thus acquiring the required system and programming know-how

even before the project started. For Udo Siekaup, the structure of the building au-

tomation is simply convincing: “It is important that the complete building tech-

nology is not controlled by a single central intelligence. We therefore implement-

ed decentralized autonomous intelligence and use it locally, thereby potentially

increasing operational reliability and availability.”

More operational reliability through decentralized intelligent units 
A BC9000 Bus Terminal Controller is not just a device for Ethernet-coupling of Bus

Terminals, but an independent mini-PLC. This concept enables the respective ap-
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orescent lamps etc.), with Ethernet-based building automation any commercially

available installation devices can be connected to the Bus Terminals. The freely

programmable functions and logical links are realized via software. This makes

the installation significantly more flexible, and cumbersome parameterization or

address allocation (e. g. for extensions or in the event of changes in the utiliza-

tion concepts) is avoided. Ultimately, the coupling depth of the application is al-

most unlimited, and commissioning is simplified.

Category 5 structured cabling was installed throughout the new Miele innovation

center, involving around 40 km of Ethernet bus cable. Ethernet is thus available

anywhere in the building and is the preferred building automation bus technolo-

gy, rather than proprietary fieldbus concepts. For the connection of the Ethernet

controllers, in addition to the usual office sockets RJ45 sockets were installed in

those areas that were designated for the sub-distributions. Simple RJ45 patch ca-

bles were used for the connection to the BC9000 Ethernet controllers.

Weather station, temperature control 
and light management within a single system
The weather station includes a total of six ambient air temperature sensors

mounted on the roof at certain angles covering all directions, whose signals are

required for the HVAC systems installed in the basement. Based on these and the

other sensor signals from the weather station – e. g. wind sensors that are acti-

vated when the wind speed exceeds 10 m/s, and a non-volatile rain sensor – de-

cisions are made, for example about raising the blinds or closing the rooflights or

bottom-hinged windows. The blinds and windows are controlled via the Beckhoff

BC9000 Controller and a total of 260 KL2722 Triac Bus Terminals.

The electrical system for the laboratory spaces differs somewhat from the one

that was implemented in the office and meeting spaces. In addition to the ener-

gy and process connections (e. g. sockets, water connections), the system includes

light switches for the lighting control and heat sensors and regulators for the tem-

perature control in individual rooms, which are connected via the Bus Terminals.

Obviously, the radiator valves/cooling valves are also controlled via the Bus Ter-

minals. “The temperature specification is 20 °C ± 3 K. It is controlled via the

BC9000 Bus Terminal Controller, with the outlet valves of the ceiling-mounted

cooling device and the space heating system in combination with a PI controller

representing the actuators,” explained Udo Siekaup.

The light management includes the new DALI Bus Terminal, which can be used to

control the digital ballasts of fluorescent lamps and to realize lighting scenarios.

A Industrial PC C5102 from Beckhoff with 

built-in Control Panel CP6802 in a 19” rack is

used as the main building computer.



Miele has invested around ten million euros in the new electronics innova-

tion center at the Gütersloh site. Currently, 220 employees occupy the four-

story building that is designed for a staff of 290. Hans-Eckart Peters, works

manager for electronics: “Electronics is an area showing strong develop-

ment at Miele. This is why we have designed for growth.” The building was

ready within one year. The electronics development activities, which had

been distributed across several Miele locations, have now been consolidat-

ed within one building. The development center is now directly connected

with the electronics production plant that opened in 1997. “At long last,

development and production can happen under one roof. The routes are

now shorter, and communication between the departments is faster and

simpler. A dream has come true”, concluded Mr. Peters. Over the last 17

years, Miele has invested a total of 40 millions euros in electronics produc-

tion.

Miele invests 10 million euros in a new 

building for the electronics development section

plication to run decentralized, i. e. independent of the central building automa-

tion station of the Miele project that is installed centrally in the basement. Even

in the event of a failure of the building automation or of sections of the building,

the remaining sections can continue to operate, since all BC9000 controllers op-

erate independently. The building automation computer – a C5102 Industrial PC

from Beckhoff mounted in a 19 inch rack with an attached built-in CP6802 Con-

trol Panel – takes only those data from the 63 BC9000 devices (coupled via 

Ethernet) that it actually needs. Obviously, the building automation, based on the

Beckhoff TwinCAT software system, can also send data, including program

changes, to each connected BC9000 controller.

The data to and from all connected BC9000 stations can be monitored via the

building automation station, and the so-called “sign of life communication” is al-

so displayed at the Control Panel or via an LED flicker light. Udo Siekaup under-

lines the significance of the communicated light signal: “A lack of flicker indicates

a station fault”. From the building automation station, the building services en-

gineer can also directly connect to every single BC9000 controller and monitor

the program that runs on the controller.Any troubleshooting that may be required

can therefore start from the central building automation station. Udo Siekaup

comments: “I don’t even actually have to be at the building automation station

for these tasks. I can log into the building automation from my desk via our in-

tranet and PC-Anywhere and carry out the network analysis in the same way as

I would do directly from the building automation station.” This is another one of

the special advantages of the Beckhoff automation solutions, which offer new op-

portunities not only for building automation.

The building automation of the new innovation center is also connected to the

centrally operated control station of the Gütersloh site. The Scada system is used,

as an OPC client recording all data that are transmitted from the building au-

tomation (Beckhoff IPC with TwinCAT OPC server). For Georg Schemmann, sys-

tem continuity is a significant advantage of the Beckhoff automation devices:

“Beckhoff has deliberately concentrated on integrated control technology.

Through the compatibility with open standards – including OPC functionality –

we create integration options that are not only beneficial in industrial applica-

tions, but also in building automation.”

The result: completion on time
The design work started 6 months before construction commenced.After the con-

struction phase was completed in January 2003, building services staff from Beck-

hoff started with the installation, and the building was commissioned at the end

of June 2003. Staff moved into the new innovation center over a single weekend.

“We all were positively surprised about how well this comprehensive project

worked out,” commented the construction division with considerable satisfac-

tion.

Miele&Cie. KG www.miele.de
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As scheduled by the design department of the Miele construction

division, the whole electrics infrastructure including IT-oriented

structured cabling was installed and successfully commissioned

within only eight months.



Innovative solution 
with transponder,
Industrial PC and 
automation software

Fully automated milk 
laboratory with high 
sample throughput
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Milk is milk, one might think, until one has paid a visit to the Dutch milk testing

laboratory MCS Nederland at Zutphen. In this highly automated laboratory, at full

capacity up to 15,000 milk samples from Dutch milk suppliers are analyzed and

examined every day for components such as fat, proteins, germs or antibiotics.

The company b-plus GmbH has implemented the control system for the complete

routing and identification process using automation components from Beckhoff,

in order to avoid confusing the samples and to keep together what belongs to-

gether.

The differences in milk quality have a number of reasons, including crucial factors

such as the age and nutrition of the cow, the method of keeping and the health

of the animal, and any administration of drugs. The price of the milk supplied de-

pends on the established quality and quantity.

The Dutch milk testing laboratory MCS Nederland provides an example for a complex networked testing 
topology. The fully automatic control is based on automation components from Beckhoff. The project was realized by Raudszus
Electronic GmbH, a system provider for milk logistics, and b-plus GmbH, specialists for the automation of testing stations.



the milk is pumped into the tank truck, and the supplier data are written to

transponders installed in the base of the bottle”. These so-called RFID tags have

unique ID numbers for identifying the samples during the subsequent testing

steps.

XML data transport via TCP/IP
“The procedure becomes exciting from a technological point of view when the

milk samples arrive in baskets, each containing 4 x 12 bottles, are placed on a

conveyor by a robot and fed to a transponder reader. Here too, Beckhoff compo-

nents are used,” said Harald Bügel. The CX1000 Embedded PC transfers the tag

reader data to the host computer via an ADS command. Here, the TwinCAT au-

tomation software converts them into an XML data telegram, which is sent to the

evaluation database via TCP/IP. “We use Ethernet as the bus system,” explains

Bernd Eggl from b-plus. “Beckhoff offers suitable Bus Couplers, based on which

b-plus realized an appropriate XML gateway.”

The subsequent route of the sample is specified in the evaluation database. A

sample plan has to be established to decide which analyses are to be carried out.

A CX1000 with TwinCAT CE ensures that the routing data “reach the sample”,

and that the appropriate cylinder gripper transfers the bottle to the right conveyor
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The hardware of the milk analysis plant consists of a total of eleven

stations that are consistently based on Beckhoff controllers, ranging

from Industrial PCs to Bus Terminal controllers:

| 5 x Industrial PC C6320 for the pipetting device,

| 11 x Embedded PC CX1000 inclusive 11 x Control Panel 6.5 inch

CP7819 for the basic unit,

| 7 x CX1000 for the warm bath,

| 4 x CX1000 for the cold buffer,

| 2 x CX1000 for the repeater,

| 1 x CX1000 for the bar code/tag converter,

| 1 x CX1000 for the cold/warm decider,

| 2 x CX1000 for the mixing units,

| 7 x BC9000 Bus Terminal controller for the decision unit,

| 2 x BC9000 for the check unit.

belt. Two “mixing units”, one each for cold or warm tests, communicate data be-

tween the respective conveyor buffers and the laboratory buffers. When request-

ed by the analytical equipment, they assemble so-called batches consisting of 46

samples and 2 standards, mix the milk and distribute it, but obviously not with-

out saving the destination information for the bottles in the transponders.

The samples then take different routes through the laboratory, depending on

whether they are destined for cold or warm analysis. In the cold area, where the

More than 40 Beckhoff controllers in action

In the past, bar code labels that were manually attached to the sample bottles

were used to link the milk samples to the suppliers. A DOS computer and a bar

code scanner were the only equipment available for determining performance-re-

lated payment of the suppliers in the test laboratory, based on quantity and qua-

lity. Given the large quantity of milk samples that pass through the laboratory

every day, this was a complex procedure. b-plus project manager Harald Bügel ex-

plains the current procedure: “Today, a sample is taken in a plastic bottle when

Overview of thermal area

Sample bottle with RFID tag



The company b-plus GmbH, based in Germany, is an innovative 

system provider that specializes in test system automation, automo-

tive applications, embedded systems and mobile computing, offer-

ing state of the art technology. Based on long-standing experience

with project and product applications, for example in industrial 

networking or the design of complex control software, the company

realizes sound solutions for a wide range of tasks. b-plus is a com-

plete service provider offering consulting service, project design,

project management, or complete project realization.

www.b-plus.com

b-plus GmbH

The company Raudszus Electronic GmbH, based in Germany, is a

system provider for data logistics specializing in milk transport 

operations from suppliers to dairies. Based on decades of experi-

ence within this sector, the company is a pioneer and market leader

in the application of state of the art data acquisition and processing

techniques. Technologies such as GPS supplier identification, data

transfer via GPRS and Internet, and route planning and optimization

have been developed over the years and are today used in many

milk collection vehicles throughout Europe.

Raudszus Electronic GmbH

milk is not heated for the analysis, four analysis stations determine the number

of bacteria contained in the milk at a temperature of 4°C.An analysis station con-

sists of four components: the cold buffer, a wall feed-through, the basic unit and

the analytical equipment. The warm area is bigger: It consists of a total of seven

analysis stations, four Milcoscan, two cell number and a purity analyzer. The

CX1000-controlled warm bath ensures a constant sample temperature of 40° C.

It has room for four batches, i. e. 192 bottles. The warm bath also receives its 

bottles from the mixing unit via a conveyor belt. The four Milcoscan stations that

examine the milk for fat, protein, lactose and other components communicate via

Ethernet with the PC-controlled pipetting devices, which pipette the milk onto 

micro titer plates, where they are examined for antibiotics. A compact control 

cabinet PC in miniature format is used as the control platform.

All basic units are equipped with CX1000 
Irrespective of whether the cold or warm testing procedure is used, the core com-

ponents of all analysis stations are the CX1000-controlled basic units. They are

used to orientate, shake and open the bottles. The sample data are transferred to

the analytical equipment via an RS232 interface. Subsequently, the samples are

closed, returned to the lower area via an elevator and a return chain, and re-

moved. “The operator can intervene in the process at any time via the 6.5-inch

Control Panel from Beckhoff,” said Harald Bügel. The visualization program de-

veloped by the b-plus specialists is based on C++. “Since the complete automa-

tion is based on Beckhoff components,” said Mr. Bügel, “we were able to guar-

antee our customers continuity during programming, operation and commission-

ing.”

The last sample station in both test methods is the repeater, where the existence

of a valid analysis result is ascertained via a database query. If this is the case,

the bottle is removed from the laboratory area, emptied and recycled. If there is

no valid result, the sample is returned to one of the large buffers, from where its

journey through the laboratory is repeated.
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Analytical equipment with basic unit. The equipment

is operated via a 6.5” Control Panel from Beckhoff.



RESA GmbH with head office in Saarwellingen (Germany) was established in

1982 and now has more than 400 staff. The company’s main customers are car

manufacturers and their suppliers. Dr. Udo Kiefer, manager for logistics systems

at RESA, said: “Our competencies clearly lie in automation technology with focus

on the electrical engineering side, and in project management. This comprises all

aspects of project-related application software development, including assembly,

commissioning and complete documentation of the implemented projects.”

Prior to the Cologne Ford project, the company had already gathered experience

with the automation system from Beckhoff, which is used in a variety of applica-

tions in the automotive sector. At the Jaguar factory based at the English town of

Halewood, for example, a variant-dependent “pick control” system based on the

TwinCAT software PLC and BC9000 small controllers was realized for the com-

pany Visteon. Another example is LMK, a Ferrostaal Group company producing

engines and gearboxes for Fiesta cars, where screw data and gearbox oil levels

are recorded and monitored at 50 workstations, each using a BC9000 small con-

troller.

Intelligent assembly stations ensure high quality standards
In the assembly systems for the Fiesta and Focus that were implemented in the

Ford plants at Cologne and Saarlouis, the tasks included checking the assembly

of safety-relevant components and demonstrating that, within a continuous

process, all screw joints required for a particular vehicle were executed correctly

The system provider RESA GmbH handles intelligent control tasks for automotive 
production using Ethernet and decentralized small controllers from Beckhoff. For the production of the 
new Ford Fiesta in Cologne and the Ford Focus in Saarlouis, RESA supplied a “Plant Floor Process Control
System” for quality monitoring of all critical screw joints and for controlling the screw controllers.
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Decentralized automation solutions
with Ethernet network

For logistics systems,
the company RESA GmbH 
relies on small controllers 
from Beckhoff



and within the tolerance range. To this end, in Cologne 60 assembly stations with

a total of 100 screwdrivers and in Saarlouis 130 assembly stations with 170

screwdrivers have to be controlled and monitored within a closed-loop system.

The customer-specific vehicles are identified via a scanner and integration into

the Ford production management system. Feeding of the individual parts for each

vehicle order and the activation of the respective assembly orders are synchro-

nized. To this end, the assembly stations transfer enable signals to the screw con-

trollers from Atlas Copco or Stanley. The screw process is monitored with regard

to quantity and quality, i. e. torque and angle of rotation are controlled. After the

screw processes are completed, the data that were determined are registered and 

archived in the PPCS server. Screw joints that were not executed correctly are 
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Overview of the Ford project 

For the production of the new Ford Fiesta in Cologne and the Ford 

Focus in Saarlouis, RESA supplied a “Plant Floor Process Control 

System” that deals with the following tasks: monitoring of the quality

of all critical screw joints, control of the screw controllers independent

of type, and station-specific machine operator guidance.

The following components were used for the implementation:

| Line server with PPCS system software,

| 60/130 station controllers (Universal Control Box, based on 

Beckhoff BC9000 small controllers) with identification units,

| Sensors and coupling with 2 screw controllers in each case,

| Mixed optical fibre/TP network for the communication between 

the station controllers with the line servers, and between the line

servers with the Ford control and quality systems via Ethernet.

Dr. Udo Kiefer is manager for 

logistics systems at RESA GmbH.

Gearbox bearing screw joint 

in the Ford Focus.

Dipl.-Ing. Arno Fries is 

head of department for logistics 

computer systems.



checked and corrected. Once acknowledged, the result is transferred to the Ford

quality management system.

For realizing this task, every one of the 190 assembly stations was equipped with

a Universal Control Box (UCB), each featuring a BC9000 type Beckhoff Bus 

Terminal Controller with various I/O terminals. Up to two independent screw con-

trollers from Atlas Copco are controlled on a lower level basis. The small con-

trollers are networked via Ethernet and communicate the process data and the

Ident scanner data to the TwinCAT OPC Server, which in turn is linked to the pro-

duction management computer. “The network serves the respective hierarchical-

ly positioned stations,” explained Dr. Kiefer. The communication path thus com-

prises the BC9000 Ethernet controller, hubs, switches, the TwinCAT software PLC

with OPC Server and the PPCS line server.

Scalable control platform
The crucial factors for the decision to use BC9000 small controllers in this and in

other projects were the Ethernet interfaces and the availability of local, decen-

tralized intelligence. “When programming the respective individual tasks,” said

Dr. Kiefer, “one often wants to quickly include this or that additional program-

ming detail, frequently reaching the available storage capacity limits in series BC

controllers.” The new BX series Bus Terminal Controllers were optimized for this

type of application. Ralf Vienken, product manager with responsibility for small
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Final assembly of the Ford Focus 

at the Saarlouis plant.

Universal Control Box with

screw controller with inte-

grated Beckhoff controller.

Bus Terminal Controller

BC9000 with 

Ethernet interface.



controllers at Beckhoff, said: “The areas of application of this series are similar to

that of the BC series, but due to its larger memory, the BX can process signifi-

cantly more complex and larger programs and can manage more data locally, for

example history and trend data recording. When Bus Terminal controllers reach

their limits with regard to performance and capacity, alternatives are available in

the form of the CX1000 Embedded PC or the Industrial PCs as high-end con-

trollers.”

RESA too, appreciates the scalable control system: “Irrespective of the Beckhoff

controllers used, they can all be programmed consistently with TwinCAT based on

the IEC 61131-3 standard,” said Dr. Kiefer.

Changing requirements 
The RESA experts feel that, in future, solutions with Ethernet-capable hardware

will dominate when it comes to automation tasks. Inevitably, this means that tra-

ditional control platforms will be replaced by Ethernet-capable control concepts,

and standardized concepts will gain in significance. Particularly in applications for

large customers, plant engineers such as RESA are still regularly being confront-

ed with a relic from “the old days” in the form of equipment regulations. “These

can have different effects depending on the individual case,” explained Arno

Fries, manager of the engineering/computer systems/logistics department within

the business area of logistics systems at RESA. “For each case, it will depend on

whether the client orders a complete black box-type solution or requires special

products with individual description of the system components,” said Fries.

“Ultimately, it is also a question of costs,” added Dr. Kiefer, noting that particular

consideration should be given to the change from decentralized periphery to de-

centralized intelligence: “With a decentralized periphery at fieldbus level,

changes in the I/O setup usually have extensive consequences and therefore 

require high service effort, whereas with decentralized intelligence based on 

Ethernet, the system remains autonomous even if changes are made, which

means that the whole setup is more robust. These so-called ‘soft’ factors will gain

in significance.”

Flexibility of the hardware platform and powerful Ethernet communication are no

contradiction. Decentralized intelligent control architecture, as required in the

type of the applications that RESA GmbH deals with, is scalable and can be real-

ized without loss of functionality using the Beckhoff control construction kit.

RESA GmbH www.resa.de
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Dirk Kordtomeikel, head of the branch, justifies the decision to move the ex-

isting sales office from Neutestorf to Lübeck on the grounds of greater prox-

imity to customers. “The continually increasing turnover figures and customer

queries have made this step unavoidable. Lübeck as a location improves 

accessibility and proximity to our customers.”

Apart from the spatial expansion the Lübeck office has also acquired addi-

tional staff for the support and application software divisions. Another rea-

son for Dirk Kordtomeikel to regard the future optimistically. It will now be

possible to react more quickly to customer queries. In addition the spacious

premises in historic surroundings provide an ideal training location for 

customers.

Contact:
Office Lübeck

Beckhoff Industrie Elektronik

Wahmstraße 56

23552 Lübeck

Germany

Phone: +49(0)451/203988-0

Fax: +49(0)451/203988-20

luebeck@beckhoff.de

From Oct. 1,2003 the Schleswig-Holstein office will reside in a 
former Hanseatic house in the center of Lübeck. Apart from the
change in location, technical support will be provided as well as
training for customers from North Germany.

Lübeck office
in new premises

Ralf Vienken, at Beckhoff responsible

for small controllers: “The BX series 

expands our successful BC series 

Bus Terminal Controllers for use in 

more complex applications requiring

larger program and data memory.”



Improved cleaning performance and optimized operation were the main aims

during the modernization of the waste water treatment plant at Spaichingen in

Germany. To this end, the automation system was completely replaced, i.e. con-

verted to PLC technology. Additional new features are the “HydroDat” HST

process control system and the “KANiO” maintenance and operation manage-

ment system. In combination with the PC-based telecontrol, they make the pre-

vious manual monitoring and recording activities largely redundant and con-

tribute to making the whole operation significantly more efficient.

The system was implemented by a well-rehearsed team of specialists: In cooper-

ation with the engineering consultant firm, M. Mayer from Alpirsbach, the main

contractor, Hans Eisele GmbH, installed the new automation system and the

switchgear. The “door opener” to the PC world was the IT systems division of the

solution provider HST Systemtechnik GmbH. The company focuses on water man-

agement and was responsible for the control and telecontrol technology, with

support from Beckhoff as platform supplier.

Industry know-how plus innovative PC technology
Christof Burmann, IT systems division manager at HST, sees particular advantages

in the combination of know-how and innovative technology: “As a solution

provider, we are able to cover the complete range from special structures within

the sewer network via machine equipment to process control and operation man-

agement systems. Through high functionality and innovation our aim is to get in-

volved in interesting projects, including PC-based telecontrol. ‘TeleMatic’ tech-

nology links control and telecontrol systems – offering many benefits for the

user.”

In the treatment plant itself, Ethernet networking and therefore the PC world are

already standard today. The HydroDat 32-bit control system from HST runs under

Windows, i. e. with the latest Microsoft technologies. It therefore seemed a natu-

ral step to also equip the external stations located upstream of the Spaichingen

treatment plant (and connected to it via ISDN dial-up connection) with PC tech-

nology, thus, for example, making the conventional telecontrol center redundant

via software.

Treatment plant with plenty of data
The sewer network at Spaichingen includes eight external stations (pumping 

stations, storm water basins). Two of the special water engineering structures 

are equipped with two substations that are connected via BK3100 Profibus Bus

Coupler. A total of approximately 2,300 process variables have to be monitored

and processed within the plant. In the central treatment plant, this is handled 

by four hardware controllers and the HydroDat process control system from 

HST, comprising a server and two workstations. In the external stations, the 

modular CX1000 top-hat rail PCs from Beckhoff are used. Since the Beckhoff

TwinCAT automation software runs between the Bus Terminals and the HST

TeleMatic software installed on the CX1000, the control system can not only 

access the Bus Terminals, but also any values that were pre-calculated in the 

PLC.

Given the numerous process variables and the associated multitude of data,

the treatment plant operator also benefits from a special HydroDat feature:

the “Delta Event” recording technique. Classic process control systems store

mean values – e. g. over 15 minutes, one hour or one day – in the archives,

thus gradually losing more and more detailed information. With the Delta 

Event technique, a value (including a time stamp) is recorded in the archive 

database, whenever a change from a previously specified range (e. g. 2%) has

occurred. On the one hand this reduces the quantity of information, and on the

other hand it ensures that, even after several years, all the detailed information

is still available.

As part of a complete technical overhaul, the Spaichingen waste water treatment plant has opened the door
to the wide PC world, creating ideal conditions particularly for telecontrol. In the external stations, this was implemented with
Embedded PCs and the automation software from Beckhoff, and at the control center with the process control system from HST.
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Treatment plant relies on PC-based telecontrol

Optimized sewer 
network operation
through DIN rail PCs



Why top-hat rail PC technology?
HST has been using PC-based telecontrol for three years. Previously, a conven-

tional industrial Windows 2000 PC was used. Spaichingen is the first project that

uses the CX1000. According to Christof Burmann, the main reasons were the par-

ticular control cabinet suitability of the Beckhoff system and the simple I/O cou-

pling: “In the past, this was realized with a S7-300 control, which is a relatively

expensive solution. When trying to find a replacement, one ought to be aware

that in addition to the I/O connection, the PLC frequently also deals with data pre-

processing. For the hardware, we therefore required a combination of PC and PLC,

and the CX1000 from Beckhoff fitted the bill. The I/Os can be connected directly,

and the device is compact, can be mounted on top-hat rails and has the PLC on

board. In a small pumping station, for example, space requirements are a signif-

icant factor. An additional factor is that the CX1000 reduces the commissioning

time for the external stations by 50%.”

Because the HST telecontrol software runs under Windows, the broad functional-

ity of PC technology is available “by default”: A webcam for monitoring a storm

water basin, for example, can simply be connected to the Embedded PC via 

Ethernet; fault alarms can also be implemented remotely, i. e. directly from the 

external stations. “While PC-based telecontrol has already been used for years, it

is currently experiencing the next phase through optimum hardware – naturally

together with the TwinCAT software,” said Christof Burmann. He identified fur-

ther benefits of the PC technology in the form of simple local visualization via a

panel connected to the DVI interface that displays the same process images as

the central control system, and the option to fully parameterize the external sta-

tions from the central process control system.

Technology partnership for the future
According to Christof Burmann, there were good reasons for the decision to

choose Beckhoff as the platform supplier: “Beckhoff with its comprehensive prod-

uct range provided the best match for HST’s requirements. For example, we also

use the small, non-Windows-based BC series Bus Terminal Controllers, e. g. for our

discharge controllers without remote monitoring. This had the advantage that,

during the conversion to remote monitoring, the complete terminal wiring could

remain unchanged – only the head had to be replaced with a CX1000. An addi-

tional benefit is the modularity of the Embedded PC, which enables optimum ap-

plication-specific configuration. Furthermore, Beckhoff is a pioneer for PC tech-

nology and provides an ideal match for HST, since we champion the cause of PC-

based telecontrol under the collective term of TeleMatic.”

Partnership also means joint developments, an example for which is the integra-

tion of the two software programs HydroDat and TwinCAT on the CX1000. Our

experts have also jointly worked on the implementation of telecontrol protocols

based on IEC 60870-5. On the practical side, the future has already started: Con-

crete orders for further HST projects with a total of 70 stations have been received

and are being implemented with Beckhoff control technology.

HST Hydro-Systemtechnik GmbH: www.systemtechnik.net
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Dipl.-Ing. Christof Burmann,

IT systems division manager at HST.
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The move was long overdue, after

the technical office in Nuremberg

had been expanded with a sales of-

fice in September last year. The new

office provides modern, spacious

rooms and is located at the eastern

edge of the city, with easy access to

the transport infrastructure. It was

opened on June 1 this year with

Martin Rostan as manager, who is

also the product manager responsi-

ble for the EtherCAT and CAN field-

bus systems. He regards the new of-

fice as a “more professional” set-

ting, which also offers more space

for creative development activities.

Uwe Kraus is responsible for sales

activities at the Nuremberg office

and looks after the regions Franco-

nia and Northern Bavaria. He is

New office in Nuremberg

Technical and sales office 
now under one roof

Continuous growth and the continued expan-
sion of the Beckhoff distribution network led to the
establishment of a new office in Nuremberg, com-
bining the technical and the sales offices at a single
location.

Uwe Kraus, sales manager 

at Nuremberg.

pleased that sufficient high-quality

space is now available for customer

presentations, meetings and work-

shops, and for the further expansion

of the sales team. “The continuously

growing sales activities have made

this development unavoidable. We

are now able to carry out future

training for our customers, for exam-

ple, directly in-house.” Uwe Kraus,

who has been working for Beckhoff

since September last year, is an ex-

pert for automation technology and

sees significant potential for the

Northern Bavaria region, which is by

no means exhausted. One of the fo-

cal points is support for suppliers of

the automotive industry, including

many machine manufacturers and

end customers.

Martin Rostan, manager of the Nurem-

berg office and product manager for

fieldbus systems (EtherCAT and CAN).



Greece, better known as a sunny holiday destination with magnificent beaches and famous tourist 
attractions, is acquiring ever greater importance as a serious economic force in South Eastern Europe with strategic 
importance for the Balkans. Above all the country’s entry into the European Union and the forthcoming staging of the
Olympic Games in 2004 have provided decisive impulses for the country’s economic growth.
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Beckhoff has found a partner for the distribution of its complete prod-

uct range in the technological and commercial firm of Industrial 

Automation Systems (IAS). IAS has been active in the different spec-

tra of automation technology since 1992. IAS is a high technology

specialist in automation systems and extremely well acquainted with

the latest developments in this field. At the present time the compa-

ny has 11 employees. The company headquarters are located in the

Greek capital, Athens. Athens is the center of the most important

technological developments, in the immediate vicinity of the coun-

try’s main industrial centers. In addition IAS has access to a network

of sales- and integration partners throughout Greece, thereby also

covering all the important industrial regions outside Athens.

IAS has been successful with Beckhoff technologies in several mar-

kets including: injection molding machines, palletizing, packaging,

welding and cutting systems as well as transportation and storage

systems. The first projects, among a whole number of usages and so-

lutions together with Beckhoff, were applications in the field of drive

technology and bus terminals.

Beckhoff’s technological market share is growing at a faster rate than

the overall Greek market share because the benefits of Beckhoff are

very obvious to the customer. The innovative force of the Beckhoff

“New Automation Technology” has been able to prove persuasive.

Beckhoff presence in Greece

New challenges and 
perspectives using PC-Control

Ioannis Skourgialos, managing director

of IAS, makes the point that: “Amongst

the most important of the firm’s aims

is providing the best possible support

and advice for customers concerning

the project business and customized

automation solutions, as well as the

provision of training and servicing.”

Leonardos Skourgialos, sales manager of IAS, spotlights the fact that:

“Through co-operation with Beckhoff and its wide range of products 

we are presented with new challenges and perspectives in the field of 

PC-based control, whereby we profit from the Beckhoff technical support

and unsurpassed know-how.”

Contact:
Industrial Automation Systems

241 EL. Venizelou

176 73 Kallithea Athens

Greece

Phone: +30 (210) / 9 51 02 60

Fax: +30 (210) / 9 51 10 48

ias@otenet.gr



Automated tube and profile bending is anything but trivial: The specialized 

machines operate with up to 13 axes and are able to carry out simple bending

procedures or deal with complex geometries with high precision and repeat 

accuracy, and very cost-effectively. Such machines require innovative engineering

and they need state of the art automation technology in order to be able to car-

ry out the highly complex bending functions. This was the guiding premise for the

Swiss company Mewag Maschinenfabrik AG. In order to maintain their leading

market position and continue to be successful among international competitors,

the Swiss tube bending experts had to revise and re-position their range of ma-

chines. A new machine generation appeared to be the way forward, as manager

Urs Kühni explained.

The preconditions were good, because with Hans Morgenthaler, a consummate

tube bending expert, technical manager Samuel Gerber, electrical engineer Simon

Bucher and automation expert Matthias Krähenbühl, a motivated team was avail-

able to tackle this important task. Additional experts for automation concepts,

Jürg Eggimann, Martin Thöni and Beat Fund from TAS Engineering AG, were called

in to complement the Mewag team. The team did not have to start from scratch,

since the existing machines already featured electronic control, although it was 

a proprietary system and therefore less flexible. Another disadvantage was that

the old control no longer met the requirements in terms of operating comfort, and

it offered insufficient flexibility with regard to technology and costs.

The fact that Mewag builds both production machines and customer-specific

bending machines, including complete solutions, had to be considered for the 

design of the new machine and control concept. An additional factor was the fact

that Mewag machines are used in a diverse range of applications, including 

vehicle manufacturing, machine construction and engineering, small and large

The new Megalus/Gigalus series tube bending machines
with CNC functionality enable maximum productivity through
very short retooling times and unlimited flexibility. The company
plans to produce about 30 machines per year, all of which will be
equipped with PC-based control technology from Beckhoff.
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A new era for 
tubes and profiles

PC-based control concept for new tube bending 
machine from Mewag Maschinenfabrik AG

Megalus/Gigalus tube bending machine with CNC functionality 

from Mewag Maschinenfabrik AG. During 2003, Mewag will convert

approximately 60% of its product range to Beckhoff technology.

Bent tubes with prefabricated tube connections.



appliance industry, air-conditioning and ventilation, building services and furni-

ture industry. The modular Megalus/Gigalus machine concept was defined to

cater for this wide range of applications. In the vehicle manufacturing industry,

for example, exhaust pipes, structural and hydroform components, and profiles

are manufactured. Due to their high flexibility, the machines can be used for build-

ing prototypes or in job shops that require machines offering a wide range of op-

tions.

Megalus/Gigalus machines are used to bend workpieces in a single clamping that

have different bending radii, short clamping sections (bend to bend), free-form

radii or parts requiring left and right bending. Tubes with machined ends, flanges,

rings, nuts, etc. can also be processed without problem.

The Megalus/Gigalus range comprises single-head machines (S) and dual-head

machines (D) for tube diameters up to 150 mm. Megalus is an innovative, robust

tube and profile bending machine with modular design, featuring identical func-

tional units and components, and interchangeable parts. The machines are very

powerful and versatile. Highly dynamic servo drives are used for all axes. By 

selecting an appropriate program, a machine can automatically be adjusted to

new tools. This advantage optimizes bending processes and increases machine

performance. It is also possible to program the machine during operation in such

a way that it automatically adapts itself to new workpieces.

Automation offers added value
For the automation and operation of the machine, Mewag intended to use an ad-

vanced concept that should match the modular design of the machines and at the

same time be future-proof. This prompted the Mewag team to have a closer look

at the IPC concept from Beckhoff. The Mewag team engineers and general man-

ager Kühni were quickly convinced by this solution: The real-time control concept

offers the required flexibility and furthermore meets the economic expectations

due to its scalability for customer-specific machine concepts and in terms of the

significantly lower expenses for control cabinets and commissioning. In addition,

it offers convenient operator guidance and machine programming, with software

based on industrial standards such as Windows XP, or IEC 61131-3 for PLC ap-

plications. On this basis, the Mewag team went ahead with the design of the new

MTC XP (Mewag Touch Control) control for tube bending machines. The hardware

platform of the MTC XP includes the following Beckhoff system components:
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Samuel Gerber, Technical Manager,

Mewag Maschinenfabrik AG.

Urs Kühni, General Manager,

Mewag Maschinenfabrik AG.



| The central control of the MTC is based on the Industrial PC series C62xx from

Beckhoff, or on the Embedded PC CX1000 for smaller machines.

| The Industrial PC controls the machine axes via servo amplifiers with SERCOS

interface.

| The complete sensor and actuator technology, including hydraulic valves,

relays, sensors, limit switches, switches and signal lamps, is connected via

Beckhoff Bus Terminals with SERCOS couplers.

| The HMI is realized via a 15" Beckhoff Control Panel and a touchscreen. The

touchscreen is used for programming and operation, based on a special

graphical user interface. It features integrated additional function keys for

regularly used functions.

A system for control, operation and monitoring
A particular advantage of the Beckhoff automation solution is the fact that the

control software, including fast axis control, and the operating and visualization
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software run on a common IPC hardware, without detrimental effect on the real-

time tasks.

The software platform comprises Windows XP as the operating system and the

TwinCAT NC PTP software system including a PLC module. The complete pro-

gramming of the machine control – from axis control to the integration of 

peripherals – could be realized with TwinCAT. Special hardware is therefore no

longer required. All machine variants and options are included within a project 

in order to make software maintenance easier. Particular attention was paid to

the design of the user interface and the integration of additional features such as

a CAM interface, the link to a measuring machine or tool database, program 

administration and other features.

The result is a clear and intuitive interface for controlling the operation of the tube

and profile bending machines in either manual or automatic mode. The system

provides intelligent end user guidance for the programming of bending programs

– only the parameters required for the respective task, e. g. clamping pressure per

The control: control cabinet PC C6240 

and Bus Terminals with SERCOS coupler.

Development Manager Morgenthaler

at the tube bending machine.



bend or workpiece data, have to be entered via number or

text pads displayed on the screen. The inputs are checked for

plausibility, and programmed parts can visually be checked

as 3D tube graphics on the touchscreen.

Unlimited flexibility
The new CNC tube and profile bending machines from

Mewag Maschinenfabrik AG in single-head or dual-head de-

sign with up to 13 axes are characterized by high dynamics

and state of the art automation technology. Bending speeds

of 180°/s, tube feed speeds of up to 70 m/min and tube ro-

tation speeds of up to 500°/s demonstrate the performance

required from the highly dynamic servo drives. The scalable

automation technology from Beckhoff ideally complements

the modular Megalus/Gigalus machine concept. Mewag

Maschinenfabrik is therefore able to realize both customer-

specific and industry-oriented machines, and machines meet-

ing the requirements of international markets. The accept-

ance of the solution is convincing: The new machine concept

and the automation technology were integrated within a

very short space of time. After only six months of design and

programming effort, four machines featuring the new

Mewag MTC XP control technology have already been deliv-

ered since early August 2003.

Mewag Maschinenfabrik AG www.mewag.com

TAS Engineering AG www.tasag.ch

Beckhoff Switzerland www.beckhoff.ch

The exhibition, which took place in Basle from September, 2–5, confronted

the visitors with a new concept. By dividing it into the main sectors of 

“Power + Building”, “Lighting” and “Electronics” the intention was to 

address a specialist public in a more specific manner. The industrial auto-

mation sector was completely separated and integrated into the go.auto-

mation days.

Beckhoff focused its stand presentation on the theme of Building Automation

and was able to present itself successfully as a specialist in this field. With its

PC- and Ethernet-based control technology Beckhoff sets new standards in

building automation. “Our automation concept is designed to be flexible and

makes it possible to create a modular building automation system,” so says

Gerhard Meier. He is extremely pleased with the public’s response: “Approxi-

mately 40% of the visitors to the Beckhoff stand came from the building 

technology segment, with which we were previously unfamiliar. About 60%

of the customers were firms, that visited Beckhoff at the “Electronics” section

of the fair. Among them there were also several new customers, who had not

visited the go.automation.”

There was keen interest in the new couplers and master terminals for LON and

EIB and the CX1000 also attracted a great deal of attention in connection with

building automation. Gerhard Meier sums up: “For us the expenditure on the

fair has paid off. We are confident that we have acquired a number of new

customers; the Beckhoff name has spread further in Switzerland including in

the building and electronics’ field. Ineltec 2003 has thus become a successful

part of the Beckhoff story in Switzerland.”

www.ineltec.ch

“40-70 specialist and interested visitors per day. That is a very good
result for Swiss conditions and a relocated exhibition” – that is how
Gerhard Meier, managing director of Beckhoff Switzerland assesses
the success of Ineltec 2003.

“Ineltec 2003” – Beckhoff
Switzerland declares itself satis-
fied with the result of the fair

Beckhoff Control Panel with touch screen.
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Thomas Swan Scientific, based in Cambridge, England, supplies 40% of the world market for metal-organ-
ic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) reactors. The market for these machines, which are used in the manufacture of many types
of semiconductor, is very competitive, but Thomas Swan is finding that PC-based control systems are providing the key to en-
suring that the company retains its market dominance.
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TwinCAT smoothes the way ahead in wafer manufacture

Thomas Swan Scientific decides to 
install Beckhoff automation system

with the time/temperature profile of the substrate, the result is that a thin layer

of ultra-pure semiconductor material is deposited on the substrate, transforming

it into the finished blank wafer.

While the principles of the process may be straightforward, however, implement-

ing these ideas in a dependable piece of production equipment is a much more

challenging task. Innovative design is part of the answer, and is featured, for ex-

ample, in Thomas Swan's unique close-coupled showerhead concept. As its name

suggests, this looks just like an old-fashioned flat showerhead with an array of

holes on its surface. Used as the method of introducing gases into the reactor, this

arrangement ensures that they are distributed evenly over the substrate, which is

mounted in close proximity to the showerhead. Since it has independent chan-

nels for two gases, the showerhead also ensures that, when more than one gas

is used, they mix only at the last moment in the reactor. This is essential, as some

combinations of gases react to form solid compounds which can block other types

of delivery system.

While the majority of semiconductor products – for example, processors and

memories – are silicon devices, there are now many other products, including

light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and microwave components, which make use of oth-

er semiconductor materials, such as gallium nitride and indium phosphide. One

of the key processes in the manufacture of products using these exotic semicon-

ductor materials is the production of blank wafers which are, in effect, the raw

material from which the finished devices are fabricated. The development, man-

ufacture and supply of MOCVD reactors to produce these wafers is the central

business of Thomas Swan Scientific, and of its parent company, Aixtron AG, the

world's largest supplier of chemical vapor deposition equipment.

The principles behind the MOCVD process are not difficult to understand. For each

wafer to be produced, a substrate in the form of a flat disk, usually of sapphire

or silicon, is placed in the reactor.Various gasses, some of which contain elements

of the required semiconductor material, are then admitted to the reactor cham-

ber. If the temperature and pressure of the gases is precisely controlled, along
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The C6240 Control Cabinet PCs are the 

hardware platform for the new control concept

at Thomas Swan Scientific.

Adaptable control for changing requirements
Innovative process design, however, only addresses part of the challenge of pro-

ducing a dependable and efficient MOCVD reactor. Accurate, reliable control is al-

so essential and, ideally, the control system adopted must provide an easy path

for future developments to take account of changes in the fast-moving semicon-

ductor business.

For many years, Thomas Swan Scientific had used a control system based on a PC,

which provided most of the intelligence, linked via a Profibus connection, to a

standard PLC, the main task of which was to deal with the system’s inputs and

outputs. Recently, however, it was decided to upgrade the control system and, in

particular, to separate the controls for the gas cabinet, which deals with the sup-

ply of gases to the reactor, from the controls for the reactor itself. This arrange-

ment would streamline the manufacture of the machines, as the gas cabinets are

largely standardized, and could be built for stock, while the reactors vary consid-

erably according to the type of semiconductor being produced.

At the same time, the Thomas Swan Scientific design team wanted to increase the

network capability of the control system so that it could support networked mass-

flow controllers, pressure controllers and other intelligent peripherals. While in-

vestigating methods of satisfying the new requirements, engineers at Thomas

Swan Scientific discovered that simply upgrading the existing PLC-based design

would almost double the cost of the control system.

System costs reduced
Clearly, a better solution was needed, and after evaluating various possible solu-

tions, the engineers decided that the optimum approach would be to use PC-

based control based on TwinCAT, in conjunction with Beckhoff Bus Terminal prod-

ucts for inputs and outputs. Instead of doubling the cost of the control system,

this arrangement reduced it by almost half!

Cost was not the only issue, however. “One of the things which really attracts us

to the Beckhoff solution is its flexibility,” said Chris Moorhouse, chief software

and control engineer at Thomas Swan Scientific. “We can, for example, develop

software on a desktop PC, and then move it straight into one of the Beckhoff In-

dustrial PCs, or even one of the tiny new CX1000 embedded PCs.” “The freedom

that the Beckhoff approach gives us to reconfigure our control systems, without

incurring cost penalties,” Moorhouse continued, “has unlocked a whole range of

possibilities for the future development of our systems.”

The first generation of Thomas Swan Scientific MOCVD reactors with control sys-

tems based on Beckhoff products feature a single Industrial PC running TwinCAT

to implement two virtual PLCs. One of these controls the gas cabinet, and the oth-

er controls the reactor itself. Profibus networks are used to communicate with

Beckhoff Bus Terminal assemblies, located at various points around the machine,

which handle all inputs and outputs.

Reduced cabling effort
”Although our machine is not large – it's roughly five meters end-to-end – it has

around 160 analog inputs, 60 digital inputs, and about the same number of each

type of output,” said Moorhouse. “Simply using the Beckhoff Bus Terminals to

provide remote I/O blocks has, therefore, tremendously reduced the amount 

of wiring needed.” “And, an excellent feature of the system is that we can have

exactly the combination of input and output types we need in each block,” he

continued. “We can now, for example, connect PT100 temperature sensors di-

rectly to the system without needing to use costly converters, and we can also di-

rectly accommodate the RS232 serial connections which are provided by many

instruments. Finally, the new networking arrangement is also making it very easy

for us to change over to intelligent field devices, as network-ready products that

are suited to our requirements become available.”

While the new control system arrangements are already delivering substantial

benefits, the design team at Thomas Swan Scientific has plans to go much further.

The next step will be to provide the gas cabinet with its own CX1000 Embedded

PC, and provide another for the reactor. These will be linked to a supervisory 

PC which will handle operator interfacing, process data logging and diagnostics.

This arrangement will achieve the aim of physically separating the gas cabinet

and reactor control systems.

Future projects
A further enhancement will be the replacement of the present mimic-panel style

operator interface with a Beckhoff Control Panel. “Mimic panels are just too in-

flexible,” said Moorhouse,“even the smallest change means a redesign, and since

most of our customers have slightly different requirements, that means a new

mimic panel design, with different screen printing, for virtually every job.” “With

a Beckhoff Control Panel, all that’s needed is a simple software change. A further

big benefit is that a touch-screen interface looks more modern, is easier to use,

and can provide much more detailed information than a mimic panel with just a

few lights and gauges.”

The final stage in the control system developments which are currently planned

is to migrate the machines’ safety systems to Profisafe, a step which is again

made easy by the new TwinSAFE system. This will further reduce the wiring, and

also eliminate a number of costly special-purpose printed circuit boards which are

currently used for safety interlocking.

While Thomas Swan Scientific’s new control system is very different, in both im-

plementation and capabilities, from its predecessor, the company’s development

team found that moving from the old system to the new was very straight-

forward. In fact, less than two weeks of design work was all that was required,

including the time taken to modify the control programs to run on their new plat-

form.

Hardware and software from Beckhoff, supplied by the Beckhoff exclusive UK

agent, Hayes Control Systems, is providing Thomas Swan Scientific with a versa-

tile control platform for the future development of its market-leading MOCVD re-

actor systems, at the same time ensuring that the company's current generation

of machines maintains and enhances its competitive position in the market place.

Chris Moorhouse has the final word. “Our control system developments 

using Beckhoff products have met, and in many cases exceeded, all of our re-

quirements and expectations, in terms of performance, versatility and value.”

“In fact, the Beckhoff solution is so successful that it is now being closely con-

sidered by our parent company, Aixtron in Germany, for adoption on its own

equipment. If, as is expected, this development goes ahead, Beckhoff control

equipment will be very close to becoming the de-facto world standard for

MOCVD reactor systems.”

Thomas Swan Scientific www.thomasswan.co.uk

Aixtron AG www.aixtron.com

Hayes Control Systems www.hayescontrols.co.uk



Skynet enables services to be provided online in less densely populated areas.

Beckhoff was chosen as the supplier for the IT hardware, which has to offer op-

timum performance and reliability. This application shows that Beckhoff Industrial

PCs are also used outside the world of automation.

The Skynet system was commissioned in Finland in June 2003 on the Turku 

islands in the south-west of the country. Five service points at easily accessible

locations, such as libraries or town halls, are available for customers. The main cri-

teria for the selection of the locations were that customers should be able to deal

with their affairs undisturbed and in privacy, and that the opening hours approx-

imately match the office hours of other service providers.

The aim for the development of Skynet was simple operation both for the cus-

tomer and for the service operator. The client station (CSS), i. e. the service point

for the customer, consists of a table with built-in Beckhoff Control Panel, a scan-

ner, a printer and a call button. The customer-specific Control Panel has a built-in

camera, a microphone and a speaker. Via the monitor, the customer is asked to

press the call button. This action will establish the connection to the administra-

tion station (AST). The customer tells the AST which service, i. e. which service sta-

tion (SST), he or she requires. The SST will then establish the appropriate connec-

tion. Customer and service provider can then easily communicate with each 

other. The advantages for customers: Long journeys and waiting times are avoid-

ed, and all services are available from a single access point. One could almost say

that people in remote regions are offered a better quality of service through

Skynet than the urban population.

Practical experience
Contacts with public authorities often involve sending, receiving and filling out

of forms and documents.With Skynet, customer and service provider can view the

documents on screen. Relevant documents can be printed out on both sides. Since

Skynet enables the identity of the customer to be verified, there is also the op-

tion of working out and signing contracts.

Today, customer service staff must use and operate a large number of different

systems. This was quite a challenge for the development of the Skynet user in-

terfaces at the service provider end, which had to be clear, simple and intuitive.

Only 2 or 3 hours of training are required. Initial user experience is very positive,

both in terms of availability and usability. That the design of the Skynet user in-

Skynet is an online channel that enables service providers to offer their services to customers in 
remote regions. Due to Finland’s special geographic and climatic conditions and its infrastructure, the comprehensive provision
of basic services such as those offered by employment, taxation and insurance authorities is relatively cost-intensive.
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Skynet is gathering pace

Beckhoff Control Panel as 
operator interface for online channel



terface is a success is shown not least by the fact that so far the Skynet helpdesk

has not received a single query regarding system operation. Researchers from the

psychology department at Helsinki University carried out a study on the user-

friendliness of the remote Skynet system, based on customer experience. This

showed that, due to the simple operation, user acceptance of Skynet as a service

is very high. The customers were unanimously impressed with the e-service.

Servicing and maintenance
Since Skynet is a highly integrated hardware system, maintenance work has to be

carried out locally. The system is used in thinly populated areas, where the dis-

tances between locations are quite significant. On-site maintenance usually takes

up a whole day, with 6 or 7 hours spent travelling. The main criterion for the se-

lection of the hardware was therefore reliability, and this was the main reason

why Beckhoff was chosen as the hardware supplier. The only way to reduce main-
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The Skynet system makes public 

services available online. Long journeys

and waiting times are avoided.

Furthermore, all services are available

via a single access point.

The hardware requirements for Skynet

The development of Skynet started in 1999, and a first 

functional prototype was created in cooperation with 

Sonera Corp. and Nokia. Skynet uses the H.323 standard for

video and audio compression, and currently a 1.5 MB syn-

chronous data connection. The hardware consists of factory

components without additional embedded devices. For 

increased operating comfort, high emphasis was placed 

on high-quality video/teleconferencing displays and on syn-

chronous sound and image transmission, which naturally 

increases the requirements for the audio and video systems.
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tenance costs and maintain customer confidence is the use of highly reliable

equipment. In terms of operability and operational concept, the Skynet service

has proven to be a cost-effective way of extending a service network. It also en-

ables cost reduction to be achieved in areas where a staffed service point would

not be economically justifiable. Skynet therefore offers commercial service

providers options for substantial cost reduction. For public service providers,

Skynet not only offers potential for savings, but also ensures a consistent level of

service across the country.

Skynet www.nsd.fi/skynet-en

Beckhoff Finland www.beckhoff.fi

Customer-specific Control Panel from Beckhoff 

as a robust operating unit for the Skynet system.



These requirements were met using the Beckhoff technologies and support from

the Beckhoff U.S. headquarters in Minneapolis. TwinCAT software running on a

Beckhoff Industrial PC is the brains responsible for vertically lifting the 6 ton wet

pipe while at the same time transferring the pipe to the next process. One of the

Beckhoff many I/O networks, Interbus, is the communication channel responsible

for making the massive pipe move.

Since installing the new line, purchased from Austrian manufacturer Schlüssel-

bauer in 1999, Royal has increased its productivity, reduced the number of em-

ployees on line and moved steps closer to its goal of running three shifts. After

getting manufacturer support from Europe during the commissioning period,

which is about to end, Royal’s people have peace-of-mind knowing their equip-

ment is controlled with Beckhoff PLC systems and ongoing support is available

locally.

Jim Swanson, Royal V.P./General manager, described the numerous tasks per-

formed automatically, using Beckhoff control technology, during the manufactur-

ing process. It takes a cage and installs it in a jacket, pours the pipe, strips the

pipe, puts it in a kiln and turns the steam on. When ready to be stripped out, it

automatically takes the pipe out of the kiln, delivers the cured pipe to another

area where it removes the pallet and header.The machine then cleans the top and

bottom pallets and puts them back into the magazine. The finished product is

stripped out, turned, put on a conveyor, stenciled with product number and plant

number. The pipes are then hauled away.

Worldwide sales and 
support network
Swanson said that he was relieved to find Beckhoff products (I/O systems, Indus-

trial PC and displays, plus software) were installed by Schlüsselbauer and that

Beckhoff was located in the U.S., and better yet in Minneapolis. “If and when we

need a part, it can be shipped from 40 miles away rather than 2,500 miles from

Austria. It’s like having a local, reliable mechanic to troubleshoot and replace

readily available parts when a vehicle breaks down after going out of warranty,”

said Swanson.

At Royal Concrete, located in Stacy, Minneapolis, they make big pipes. So big, you could drive a motorcycle through
the cement sewer pipes that are 5 feet in diameter and weigh in the neighborhood of 6 tons. Making such big pipes does not
leave much room for error since rework is not an option. Therefore, switching from a labor-intensive process of making concrete
sewer pipes and manholes to a $5 million fully automated production line required technology that is, not only, reliable and 
technically capable, but also understood by Royal employees.
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Royal Concrete  
pipe story

Royal Concrete makes big pipes using Beckhoff Technology

Left: Steve Gentry, Royal Engineer 

and IS Manager; right: Jim Swanson

Royal V.P./General manager.

Control Panel in Royal 

Cements control room.



Royal’s Engineer and IS Manager, Steve Gentry, put it another way. “Automation

technology is now a mission critical area for us. We’re on a learning curve be-

cause we didn't have the hardware or software expertise in house.” To date, Gen-

try has contacted Beckhoff for a few replacement parts and foresees the need for

occasional assistance from the Beckhoff application engineers in the future.

Gentry recalled when a lightning strike burned out a hardware component. “We

don’t yet have the knowledge or experience to troubleshoot the tough problems.

Now we can get it from Beckhoff,” he said. Gentry and others in the company are

looking forward to attending an upcoming Beckhoff TwinCAT and I/O training

class.
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In July 2003, the management of Beckhoff USA was

handed over to Graham Harris. Gerd Hoppe, the previ-

ous managing director of Beckhoff USA, who had 

established the branch from early 1999, returned to 

the Beckhoff head office in Germany. Mr. Harris, an 

automation specialist who came to Beckhoff from Rock-

well Automation in 2002, had previously been Vice Pres-

ident for Sales and Marketing, with responsibility for 

the distributed I/O business. Originally from Scotland, he

emigrated to the USA after his engineering degree from

the University of Glasgow. Mr. Harris has 25 years of 

experience in product development, marketing and sales

of industrial controllers, and distributed I/Os. “This is 

a new and interesting position, and a key position for

the expansion of the Beckhoff presence as an innova-

tive automation manufacturer offering technologically

oriented products and solutions for OEM and end users

in the USA.” As the second largest market in the world 

after Europe, the US market offers optimum precondi-

tions for the innovative solutions from Beckhoff, with

the direct sale of products meeting the exacting require-

ments of US customers in terms of support and engi-

neering.

Harris intends to push ahead with further expansion 

for Beckhoff in the North American market. “Customers

reduce costs and increase their productivity through 

the use of innovative products from Beckhoff based on

open standards,” explained Harris. To cope with the 

expected growth, Beckhoff hired three new staff for

technical support and sales for their offices in Southern

California and the head office in Minneapolis.

Change in management
at Beckhoff USA

Graham Harris heads Beckhoff USA



Kemp received information on various systems collected by the company’s mas-

ter electrician. After comparing product capabilities, vendor support systems and

price, the Beckhoff products were selected.The package included C3640 all in one

Industrial PCs for the main controller running Visual Basic software code devel-

oped by Uponor Wirsbo. The Visual Basic code connects to the various I/O signals

using the open Modbus TCP Ethernet Protocol and the BK9000 Ethernet Bus Cou-

plers.

According to Kemp, application and component versatility were top priorities in

the selection process. Uponor Wirsbo had many types of machinery and wanted

a standardized system that would control all its equipment. “That way we have

the flexibility to swap components if and when a problem arises.”

Kemp said that the Ethernet coupler BK9000 series controller I/O interface used

in conjunction with the built-in PC C3640 was a perfect fit with the company’s

requirements. It was PC-based, used Ethernet architecture, and offered the appli-

cation flexibility Uponor Wirsbo required, at an affordable price. “We can build

I/O modules exactly the way we want. With the other products, you have to buy

the whole package and get either too much of one thing or too little,” he said.

“The Beckhoff system allowed us to spec out components that we needed at the

time and then expand the system in the future as needed.”

“PC-based Ethernet systems, like the Beckhoff, offer endless programming possi-

bilities,” noted Kemp. “It allows us the opportunity to write programs that con-

trol the machinery, create custom user interface screens, and collect real-time 

data, such as temperature and processing rates. This data can then be organized

and communicated via programs such as Microsoft Word, Access and Excel.”

Using Visual Basic, Kemp wrote the software programs with occasional help from

Beckhoff application engineers. “They got me started and gave me examples so

I could write the code,” he said. Kemp also rated Beckhoff high in providing sup-

port on hardware related issues after the sale.

In addition to purchasing BK9000 controllers and add-on modules, Uponor Wirs-

bo has retrofitted several pieces of equipment with Beckhoff Industrial PCs and

touch screens.

To date, half of Uponor Wirsbo’s production lines have been converted to the new

control system with minimal problems. Systems for the remaining lines are on 

order and “It’s just a matter of scheduling the conversions,” Kemp said.

www.wirsbo.com

When Luther Kemp joined Uponor Wirsbo in 2001 as Electrical Controls Engineer, the company was in the 
preliminary stage of upgrading industrial control systems at its Apple Valley, Minnesota plant. Working on a team with his 
manager and maintenance staff, Kemp implemented the transition from “older style” PLC technology to a contemporary 
automation control system for its lines producing crosslinked polyethylene piping products.

Flexibility makes 
Beckhoff PC‘s and I/O 
the system of choice

Industrial PC and Ethernet I/O 
for new control concept

Uponor Wirsbo, provider of life, safety

and comfort systems, is the nation’s

leading manufacturer of crosslinked

polyethylene (PEX) tubing used in

plumbing, fire sprinkler and hydronic

radiant floor heating systems. More

than 5 billion feet of Wirsbo PEX tubing

is in service worldwide. Uponor Wirsbo

is headquartered in Apple Valley, Minn.,

a suburb of Minneapolis and St. Paul.

Controls engineer Luther Kemp writes 

custom control programs and tests results

prior to deployment on plant floor.

Wirsbo retrofitted several pieces of equipment 

with Beckhoff IPC and touch screens.
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For further information and international sales contacts see:
www.beckhoff.com

New Automation Technology
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Beckhoff Embedded PC  |  CX1000  |  www.beckhoff.com/CX1000/

PLC and Motion Control on a 30 mm DIN Rail
➔ Modular control system
➔ No fans, no rotating storage media
➔ Pentium MMX-compatible 266 MHz processor
➔ Master or Slave Fieldbus connection options
➔ PLC and Motion Control
➔ I/O expansion via IP 20 or IP 67 modules

The modular Industrial PC for mid-range control

➔ data storage on Compact Flash
➔ I/O expansion via Beckhoff Bus Terminals or Fieldbus Box modules
➔ Windows CE.NET or XP Embedded: selectable depending on the application
➔ programmable via the Beckhoff TwinCAT automation software

The CX1000 device series from Beckhoff is a 30 mm DIN rail mountable,
modular control system based on embedded PC technology:
➔ the control system combines PLC, motion control and visualisation
➔ optional system interfaces for DVI/USB, COM2/COM3, audio



Since 1989, Nutek has been developing and manufacturing customer-specific systems for populating PCBs. The com-
pany always competed against strong national and international competition. Now it is facing new requirements: Nutek replaces
its traditional PLC control technology, which has reached its limits after 15 years of development, with a system that combines
better user-friendliness with more flexible visualization technology, networking capability and remote maintenance options.

For its new production prototype of a PCB labeling machine, Nutek in Singapore

decided to use a PC-based controller from Beckhoff. The bar code labeler is part

of a larger system product line used for populating PCBs. The systems currently

supplied by Nutek consist of feed and discharge machines, inspection and con-

nection conveyor belts, storage buffers, vertical buffers, traversing equipment, ro-

tary conveyors and further system components. The traditional PLC has reached

its capacity limit due to the exacting requirements in terms of product tracking

and batch monitoring functions.

The aim: 100% labeling precision
A new control concept will enable Nutek to achieve its ambitious goal of label-

ing every single PCB with correct labels at high speed, using appropriate product

tracking and batch monitoring functions.

Right from the start it was clear that a flexible bar code labeling system would

require PC-based control that supports both PLC and NC functions. The program-

ming language had to be simple, since the Ladder Diagram (LD) programming

language is a requirement on the South Asian market, which is dominated by

Japanese PLC manufacturers. Since the control solution from Beckhoff meets

these requirements, Nutek started using Beckhoff products. Nutek’s efforts were

supported by TDS Technology (S) Pte Ltd., the sole Beckhoff agency in Singapore.

The crucial factor for Nutek was the integration of PLC and motion control with-

in a single package. Further advantages are the standardized development envi-

ronment based on IEC 61131-3, the comprehensive positioning and axis control,

the diagnostic functions and the flexible data interfaces. Moreover, the use of the

TwinCAT ADS interface enables communication between the bar code labeling

software and the PC control.

The control solution of the bar code labeler is based on a C5102 Industrial PC

from Beckhoff, TwinCAT NC PTP and communication with the Beckhoff Bus Ter-

minals via the Lightbus system.
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Prepared for the Future

Nutek: Flexible bar code labeling 
machine with new control technology



The TwinCAT serial communication library
Nutek has implemented bar code labeling via three real axes, i.e. the XY-axes and

the Z-axis for attaching the labels. The serial communication library of TwinCAT is

used for the communication between the bar code printer and the PC control. The

labels are attached to the PCBs with a speed of 4 labels per 12 seconds. For sim-

plified operation, the machine positions can be taken up in the “teach and store”

mode. Individual operations, passes and part-resets can be carried out.

Increases in performance are only limited by the hardware
The application of Beckhoff products at Nutek Singapore is a great success. The

flexible system can integrate different bar code printers and enables flexible in-

tegration of the Nutek products. If a bar code label has to be changed, the user

can generate it on the same PC. This tremendously increases the flexibility for

Nutek customers.

While programming via Ladder Diagram is still a de-facto standard in South-East

Asia, the Nutek engineers have mastered the development language for the bar

code labeling machine: Structured text (ST), function block diagrams (FBD) and

sequential function charts (SFC) are used during development. The Nutek techni-

cians prefer programming languages based on IEC 61131-3.The visualization sys-

tem is developed with Visual Basic.

An advantage for Nutek is the option of simple remote maintenance. Data pro-

tocols, statistical analyses and intranet integration can be realized within a sin-

gle system. The software poses no limits on increases in speed. The optimization

of the mechanics and the drive systems will lead to further increases in perform-

ance.

TDS Technology (S) Pte Ltd. www.tdstech.com
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Nutek Pte Ltd.

Nutek has more than 500 staff in development centers, produc-

tion facilities and sales offices on six continents. The company

develops and builds PCB handling systems for the electronics

industry, particularly for SMT applications. It also acts as OEM

and installs soldering system under licence from the Japanese

company Tamura Corp.

Nutek’s customers include the world market leaders for elec-

tronics production such as Seagate, Sony, Philips, Hewlett

Packard, Motorola, Flextronics, Solectron and Natsteel Electron-

ics, to name but a few. Over the years, Nutek has been able 

to consolidate its position as a global market leader in the pro-

duction of automated PCB handling systems for the electronics

industry.

Nutek Pte Ltd. www.nutek-sg.com

The technology of the 

BLC 2000HE bar code labeler

from Nutek

The system has 24 digital inputs, 24 digital

outputs and 3 servo drives, which are 

connected to the control system via the

Lightbus Bus Coupler. The Industrial PC is 

a 19 inch C5102 model with Pentium III,

850 MHz and 128 MB RAM; a 15 inch LCD

monitor serves as operating panel. With 

an NC task of 2 ms, a PLC task with a cycle

time of 10 ms and a fast RS232 commu-

nication task with 2 ms, CPU loading is 

only 6%.



Quantum leaps are achieved thanks to the Beckhoff innovative and open ap-

proach to Ethernet. Simplicity is achieved by using the Ethernet port on a stan-

dard motherboard and nothing more. Furthermore, the standard motherboard can

be smaller and low cost since no additional slots are required for expensive field-

bus cards. Smaller motherboards due to advances like EtherCAT are an example

of how changing technologies are changing Industrial PCs. Peter H. Schäfer from

A&D Newsletter asked Hans Beckhoff what the Industrial PC of the future will

look like and what will be the important features.

Where does the Industrial PC sit 
within your company strategy?
Hans Beckhoff: We present ourselves on the market with a three-pronged strat-

egy. On the one hand we are clearly positioned as an automation business and

refer to Beckhoff as “The Automation Company”. The Industrial PC plays an im-

portant role as part of our PC Control philosophy, because it represents the cen-

tral processing unit for the control technology. The focus is clearly on automation.

In the second part of our strategy, Beckhoff is “The I/O Company”. We see a glob-

al independent market for I/O components, in which we act as specialists for

these products. Last, but not least, this standard also applies to Beckhoff as “The

IPC Company”. In this segment we position ourselves as an Industrial PC com-

pany, acting as a competent contact for application-specific tasks for customers

from all sectors of industry, ranging from mechanical engineering – our classic

clientele – to process technology, building automation, metrology and even med-

ical engineering – Industrial PCs are used everywhere. In view of all these options,

we are establishing ourselves as a supplier both of standard solutions and of so-

lutions that are tailored to particular industry sectors.

What is the significance of customer-
specific control applications?
Beckhoff: Half of our IPCs and Control Panels are customer-specific, i. e. they are

equipped with special front panels, additional keys and other customized, user-

specific features.

The popularity of the Beckhoff EtherCAT at Hanover Fair proves there is still strong attendee presence at the show. The show
attendees came to learn about new, exciting, and advanced technologies such as EtherCAT being offered by automation suppliers such as Beck-
hoff. EtherCAT is an open real-time Ethernet network that provides quantum leaps in high-performance machine control and simplifies the over-
all machine architecture.
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Applications will define the
Industrial PC of the future

Peter H. Schäfer from A&D Newsletter 
interviewed Hans Beckhoff on the subject of Industrial PC

Hans Beckhoff: “Industrial PCs have a big future. This is because

these PCs can be adjusted to different applications and accurately

tuned to different requirements. Also, there is further scope 

for down-scaling of PC technology, so that it will increasingly

compete with classic embedded microprocessor technologies.”



Suppliers of special equipment want to stand out 
from other companies. How do you differ from other suppliers?
Beckhoff: On the one hand we have plenty of industry-specific experience, due

to the fact that we have been building Industrial PCs since 1985 and have been

selling them at a significant scale since 1990. This is particularly true for applica-

tion-specific variants of Industrial PCs. On the other hand, we have introduced a

variety of “technology first” solutions on the market, which is how we found

many of our customers. In 1991, for example, we introduced the first all-in-one

motherboard as a highly integrated Industrial PC with notable market success.

This motherboard already had a graphics controller, a ROM disk and a fieldbus in-

terface “on-board”. In 1997, we introduced the Control Panel with CP Link phi-

losophy, i.e. the separation of operating unit and PC via two simple coaxial ca-

bles with associated transfer electronics. This technology enables the separation

of IPC and Control Panel over a distance of up to 100 m and was the next inno-

vation leap that brought us large sales and design-ins. In 2002, we radically

miniaturized the Industrial PC in the form of the CX1000. This top-hat rail PC

quickly established itself on the market. We will continue along this path and

present sustainable concepts that open up new markets for us. An additional ad-

vantage is our capacity: This year, we will build more than 10,000 Industrial PCs

and are still able to customize even small series.

You have developed your own motherboards.
Are these still being used, or do you now 
tend to fall back on standard components?
Beckhoff: This is where a mixed strategy comes in. If special motherboards are

required due to a particular design, we develop them ourselves. Our top-hat rail

PC CX1000 or our Control Panel PCs are typical examples. Here, the complete PC

is integrated in a display with a thickness of only 30 mm – that design is best re-

alized with our own motherboard development. For standard formats, i. e. where

ATX formats are used, we have been cooperating with the same motherboard

manufacturers for several years. We specify our motherboards, but have them de-

veloped and produced externally. For motherboard development we focus on in-

dustrial features, i. e. the suitable number or the right type of on-board interfaces

and the suitable selection of components. An important point for our customers

is long-standing availability of the motherboards, which is based on the embed-

ded roadmap from Intel and other chip manufacturers.

How many years of availability does 
the embedded roadmap ensure?
Beckhoff: The crucial factor is the company Intel, whose embedded roadmap

comes with a five-year availability promise, but not a guarantee. We build on this

promise, which enables us to think in five-year cycles. However, this standard is

only just beginning to establish itself within the industry. Nevertheless, we are still

able to supply our customers with IPCs that we built back in 1992. Notwith-

standing rapid technological development, customers are still requesting these

PCs for their applications.

But not all customers? 
What procurement cycles are customary?
Beckhoff: Some customers will use a new 3.2 GHz processor as soon as it is on

the market. For applications requiring intense computing power, motherboards

Peter H. Schäfer, executive editor of A&D Newsletter,

publish-industry Verlag GmbH, www.aud24.net
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are replaced even if there is nothing wrong with them. However, this policy does

not apply to the majority of customers. Most customers are interested in a con-

tinuous product policy, i. e. they accept two-year cycles for the Industrial PC. At

the other end of the spectrum there are customers who will order the same In-

dustrial PC for five or ten years.

How quickly does an Industrial PC become outdated? 
Beckhoff: Since our IPCs are normally installed for a particular machine or a par-

ticular company, they will usually provide good service over many years, i.e. much

longer than in home applications, since the tasks required from Industrial PCs are

not changing immediately. In the Embedded-PC variant, the IPC is closely linked

to a particular application. A universal computer on which a new operating sys-

tem can be installed every year to cater for changing applications would there-

fore be oversized.

Many PC manufacturers today advertise with 
Industrial PCs. How can the customer be sure that 
“suitability for industry” is more than just a slogan?
Beckhoff: As an automation technology company that develops Industrial PCs

we have several advantages. We know about clear quality requirements and ap-

proval standards from our experience in the automation industry. Examples are

standards for harsh industrial applications, which PLC control also has to essen-

tially comply with. We also use these strict standards for judging our Industrial

PCs.

This has resulted in a comprehensive list of requirements for our Industrial PCs.

Furthermore, for individual approvals such as UL, CSA of FCC we cooperate with

accredited test laboratories.

The IPC market strives on OEMs. Who are the 
OEMs you cooperate with, and are there certain 
sectors in which you have a particular interest?
Beckhoff: We serve a broad market and have no industry-specific orientation.

From its origins, our company has grown through orders for timber processing

and window construction machines. However, we are now represented in all ar-

eas of mechanical engineering and building & process automation. Our largest

customer makes up no more than three percent of our total turnover, so that we

do not depend on a few large customers. Typical IPC customers will buy 30–50

IPCs per year from us, although of course we also have customers who order 500

or 1,000.

Many companies like to change from component 
suppliers to system specialists. What exactly do you mean 
when you refer to a Beckhoff system development?

Beckhoff: Many companies who previously used to offer a graphics card plus a

few RAMs, for example, today enclose their RAMs with metal and call them IPCs.

As an automation manufacturer, we have chosen a different path and are able to

convince our customers with our automation know-how as an “IPC Company” or

“I/O Company”. The second issue when it comes to systems is the fact that we

have developed a so-called system kit for our Industrial PCs, consisting of ap-

proximately 150 different elements. They are used both for our standard series

and for our customer-specific variants. The skill consists in careful planning of the

kit, and in complementing it with parts from the world market or through own

developments. The kit has to be constructed systematically, so that it can be used

to easily assemble the associated devices for different applications.

What does the PC of the future look 
like from your point of view? 
What developments are to be expected?
Beckhoff: Industrial PCs have a big future. This is because these PCs can be ad-

justed to different applications and accurately tuned to different requirements. PC

technology enables the costs for Industrial PCs to be reduced further. Also, there

is no doubt further scope for down-scaling of PC technology, so that it will in-

creasingly compete with classic embedded microprocessor technologies.

The second development trend depends on your definition of an Industrial PC, i. e.

whether the significant component of the Industrial PC is the Intel platform or the

Microsoft operating system. Despite all differences in taste, for each application

the user will decide whether the Intel platform or the Microsoft operating system

is the crucial factor. In the latter case, X-Scale or Strongarm platforms are avail-

able in addition to Intel, offering further opportunity for down-scaling under Win-

dows CE. For high-performance applications, the features of the Industrial PCs are

also likely to shrink to what is actually required. To exaggerate a little, one might

say that the Industrial PC of the future will have a cooling fin, an Ethernet/DVI/

USB connection, and a power supply plug – that’s all.

Will the Industrial PC learn from 
the embedded control solutions?
Beckhoff: The weak points of the Industrial PC compared with an embedded

control will no doubt be tackled. Operation without fan and without drive will be-

come standard. Many different types will meet this trend. The Industrial PCs will

become even more compact and migrate into the actual operating panel. De-

pending on the application, the opposite may also occur, i. e. the IPC will be in-

stalled in the control cabinet as a box PC, and the control panel will then no

longer be connected via DVI and USB, but via Ethernet using the associated soft-

ware packages from Microsoft. However, there won’t be a single design or a sin-

gle mainstream development. The diversity of the Industrial PCs is determined by

the different applications.
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8.5 million USD in 2003, the com-

pany has plans for rapid expansion

and growth in further local US mar-

kets and sectors. Hoppe succeeded

in consolidating and expanding the

company with Beckhoff-typical

technology-orientation and direct

links to customers and to the head

office in Germany.

Within the area of corporate man-

agement, Hoppe will take on gener-

al company development responsi-

bilities, including external repre-

senting of the company – particu-

larly with key customers, contract

and patent issues, and continued
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Gerd Hoppe, who has been working

for Beckhoff since 1994, has taken

on new responsibilities within the

area of corporate management 

with effect from Aug. 1,2003. After

around 5 successful years as gener-

al manager of Beckhoff USA, Gerd

Hoppe has returned to the Beckhoff

head office in Germany. He had

built up the North American branch

since early 1999 from a one-man

start-up to a company with a staff

of 24 and 8 branches in North

America. After a short start-up

phase involving distributors,

Beckhoff responded to increased

demand from North American 

New responsibilities for Gerd
Hoppe at Beckhoff headquarters

customers for complete automation

solutions including support, training

and engineering. Since then, cus-

tomers in North America, like Euro-

pean customers, have benefited

from direct contact with Beckhoff

including quick, straightforward 

and competent information, advice

and engineering solutions for sys-

tem design and application of the

Beckhoff technology. Local sales 

offices enable direct contact to the

customer – application engineers

are now available at three loca-

tions, in addition to the support

group with 5 engineers and techni-

cians. With sales of approximately

support of Beckhoff USA and key

accounts on the North American

market. Hoppe is optimistic about

his aims: “Over many years, Beck-

hoff has offered its customers direct

benefits through the application of

innovative, open control technology,

and has time and again proved its

leading role in this area. The in-

creasingly global orientation of the

automation industry and the associ-

ated desire to use open, globally

accepted technologies open up 

opportunities for further continuous

growth for Beckhoff. As a techno-

logical leader, we have to utilize

and push this development in all

markets.”



New Automation Technology

➔ Displays optionally as monitor without or with membrane keypad in different
variants up to full alpha-numerical keyboard with special PLC keys

➔ In combination with the add-on PCs CP71xx, this results in a complete
Panel PC with high computing power

The Beckhoff Control Panel CP7xxx for support arm or wall mounting:
➔ Housing with appealing industrial design
➔ 6.5, 10, 12, 15, 19  and 20 inch TFT display, with touch screen or  touch pad
➔ optionally with DVI/USB (5 m) or CP Link interface (100 m distance to the PC)
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Beckhoff Industrial PC  |  Control Panel  |  www.beckhoff.com/CP7xxx/

The Beckhoff Control Panel toolkit – modular in function and form

Functionality and design in aluminium

➔ Optimised for harsh environments
➔ Extremely flat aluminium housing
➔ Cut from solid material
➔ Robust and splash-proof
➔ High-quality TFT displays

For further information and international sales contacts see:
www.beckhoff.com




